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PAOLEGOMENZI
by Howard L. Nostrand

A Rationale

The educational objectives, the approach tal:-
en, and the postulates und.'nelying both, have been
stated in the prolegoaena to the report on ?art A
of the project (s,iction O. A.). In brief, the
objectives are cross-cultural understanding and
successful cocamun.cation, and the ap)roach focus-
es upon descriptive Imowledge of the foreign
culture and society.

It is araued there that we should aim at
understandinu a culture in its own terms before
using contrastive analysis. In learning a for=
eign language, surely the student is better
advised to develop first a separate 'coorCinate"
system of sylabols rather th-n to mingle to

languk;es in a "colapound" system.). In this
tray he learns to grasp the connotative as well
as denotative meanings as they really are in
the lan3uago. Later he can compare and contrast,
adeing the full advantaLe of this source of
enlightenment, without incurring the disadvan-
tage of mistalling the foreign medium for a mirror
of what he already 1:nows. So in penetrating, into
how "life" feels and "reality" looks to bearers
of the other culture, one is bettor advised to
try to strive for empathy before contrast.

1. These concel)ts arc defined by Nelson Brooks,
Lan;;uago and Lan,,,ila,so Learning. Now York
liar courl,, Irrrairid. WRTC--2.)nd ed., 19*
pp. 48 and 267.
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Prolegomena

But it is recognized, at the sc.ae time,
that contrast is inevitable from the first con-
tact with a foreign way of life, and as a result,
the learner's view of his own culture and social
structure plays a part from the bcginn_ng of
langua,fl s:,udy. If he soes his hoLie country
only frol4 one social class, church, region, and
ado group, he is bound to take a warped view of
a foreign pcoDlo, finding their ways more alien
than they really aro, even if these are present-
ed to him in the most careful balance.

In the present project was included,there-
fore, the present rudimentary account of some
main culture patArns and social institutions
of the United states, under the scne hoadings
as aro used for 7ranco in Part A and for tho
French-speaking world in Part 81.

B. Critique

The original intention was to compile under
each topic just the ttncluslons reached by 'hard
research" and it trei believed that a graduate
student could do tilts during a year, submitting
brief chapters to project advisers and then to
an interdisciplinary croup of a university facul-
ty before mal:ing a final revision of the chapters.

Ur. Thomas L. Van Valey, a graduate student
of sociology, undertook the assignment. The
interdisciplinary discussions of his draft
chapters wore held in the form of weekly meet-
ings throughout the autumn quarter of 1965, and

Valey revised tho original drafts while
continuing his graduate study at the University
of North Carolina.

The hard-research findings proved to furnish
only a spotty coverage of the topics, and dispar-
ities of underlying premises made tho,a so dif=
ficuit to piece together that our original plan

-2-



Prolegomena

Milst be judsod unrealistic. Critics have emend-
eel the essays, so that the responsibility for
their contentions Ckos not fall wholly on lir,
Van 7aley, Three of the oriL;inal essays have
been replaced by profossors in the respective
fields--namely, the cconcwaic, political, and
coLuaunications incWutions, In those partic-
ularly, it was not practicable to carry out tho
intent that each essay should follow the scue
plan: actual behavior, its current evolution,
professed ideal, its trends, and a comparison
of the two lines of development,

The problon of briof ins the foreign-lanGuage
toachor concernin:; :morican culture patterns and
social structure has not been solvod, and may
never be solve C within the limits of the non-
specialist's time and energy, Uevertheless,
the little essays presented here do help a per-
son who has "e:zperience of" Lmorican life, to
conceptualize values, underlying; assumptions,
and social institutions in the same objective
way in which he tries to see their counterparts
in another sociocultural system,

It is certainly order to compare these
bite-size s':etchos frith` the understanding that
is known to bo.ittaintble by a specialist in
each aspect of this vast subject. Billt at the
Jame tiiae, one should not lose sizt o: the
comparison between this rudimentary conceptu-
alization and the uLorCanizod, unexamined,
unavailable eperience that characterizes most
t mailers of other subects,

C, Recommendations

To superseee this e.::porimental beGinninG,
it scams sensible to recommend the same devices
as for France: automated data processinc of
bibliocraphic itams. and quoted passaGes, con:-
bined with a summary volume created and period-
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ically revised by a multicultural tom. (See

the woleGamena of art section O. C. 1.)
.Luerican studios, already cultivated by a wide,
international ran se of scholars,2 could in fact
deal. mere cow)rohensively with current ...morican
life, to the benefit of education both at Homo
and abroad, if such e. handbook were beinz; con-
stantly rowori:ed ane up-dated, and particularly
if it were flanked by parallel accounts of other
countrios.3

Once it is determined what can most truth-
fully bo said about tho American sociocultural
system, literary illustrations should bo com-
piled under the ap.))ropriate headings, which it
is recomended should be the mile as those used

for France, chars wing the cubs tattivo subhoadings
required for the specific values, assumptions,
social classes, and so on. A few aatholoGies
of American literature that approach the needed
classification are mentioned in the prolegomena
to Part B.

2. Soo for e::ample the ACLS rewslotter (American
Council of Learned SOFTetles), 1/49-; and
Amorican News: An Intornational
iiow loiter, l910.-7TOMmiiiee on American
Studies, of the Committee on International
Mcchanijo of Persons, Conference Board of
.i.ssociated RecoLrch Councils).

3. Somo studios have boon published which
come close to serving this purpose, notably
the volumes on Russia, Cuba, and other coun-
tries particularly of the Communist Group,
prepared for the American University Foreign
Area Studies Division, under the Guidance
of Professor Herbert N. Ureol and his assoc-
iates.

-4-
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D Tient a

The Oegren of success that has been reached
in this difficult yet inescapable task is clue

not only to the authors of the essays and of the
sources studied, but to a number or others Who
are not named in the report, Professor Robert

Lon, the projectls advisor roprosenting socio-
logy, assisted both in shaping the plan of
a)oration and in rovisin:.; cuccossive drafts.
Other mel:bors of the University of Washington
faculty Who made valuable contributions during
the sories of intordopartAental discussions are:

Assistant Dean Norman J. Johnston of the College

of Architocture and Urban Planning, Professor
Roy Prosterman of the Law School, Professors
Stuart C. Dodd and Herbert Costner of the De-

partment of Sociology, Professor Bon jamtai

Gillinghava of the Departmont of Econoalcs, :

Professor Alm:: Edelstein of the School of
Comnunications, Professor John Crow of the

Department of Political Scienco, Vr. Hollis

Mentzer dr the Department of Anthropology,
Professor noLer Stein of the Dopartmont of nng-

lish, Professor Glen Lutoy of the Division of

General Studies, and Professor Melville Hatch of

the Department of Zoology, chairman of tho tutor-

disciplinary course, "Critical Pi oblows of Our

Culture," We are irdebtod to all of theso,

and to Hiss Claudia Asher who helped to edit the

presort essays and the two bibliographies that

concludo this report on Fart C of tho projoct.

4-



C 011221IPOTURY CULTU4r AID SOCETIT
OF T} WIT3D STATM

0.! IIIRODUCTIOr
air alamas L. Van Valey

Contemporary American culture is hichly
compleN.. It derives from a number of histor-
ically and geographically separate origins and
varies widely in its local forms, yet the de-
marcations aaonc its components are subtle and
often indistinct. This wort: is a becinning--
an attempt to integrate material available from
many sources into a coherent whole lihich, hope-
fully, will produce a better understanding of
n:emerican" culture and society.

For this purpose, we are dividing the cul-
ture into the following areas: the value system,
the "ground -of- meaning " assumptions, and the
major social institutions (namely, fanilials
religious, economic, recreational, educational,
intellectual- esthetic, political, and mass-
communications),

Those topics will be,disaussed here in
separate essays, all organized &lent; similar
lines. First, the area of behavior is to be
described as it actually occurs. Following this,
we try to indicate the professod form of the
same topic: the cultural characteristic as it
is supposed to occur rather than as it actually
does occur. This provides us with some infor-
mation as to the decree of either overt or
covert conflict within the cultural milieu.
At the and of each essay, some thou3hts will
be presented regarding forces producing chanGe.
This aspect of each topic serves as a reminder
not to view culture as a static phenomenon, but
as one which continually adjusts to the innova-
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Introduction

tions introduced by mon.

This Leneral structure, we believe, is an
appropriate one for integratin3 data froze many
sources .1nto a cone' se statouent of the existinG
cultural base. The resulting cultural summary
can bo useful as the base-line for colaparison
with other culturOs.

This is not a sinsle-purpose analysis nor
a general cultural outline. It is dos nee? to
be utilized (I) as an outline of salient features
of contemporary :merican culture for the purpose
of irforuIng ''extra-culturals;" (2) as a base-
line for comparison with other cultures: (3)
and as a neans of locating some areas of conflict

in a sociocultural context.

The research prodeeduro was simae. First,
possible sources nem screened according to one
basic criterion - -do they apply to American cul;..
turn? If a source contained either theoretical
or factual materials on any facet of American
society, it was included in the master biblio-
graphy. This bibliography was then divided into
two sections: general reference worl:s which
contain materials on numerous substative areas;
and other sources which apply only to specific
areas of concern.

3ach source was then further considere6 in
the li.sht of various qualifications. These
include the amount of expertise Generally accord-
ed its author or authors; the type of treatment
given to the subjecI4 and whether it was based

on ampirical research.

Men all of the sources were read and their

relevant information was catalogued under the
fropronriate substantive areas, an elementary
form of content analysis was followed. This

consisted of adding up the nuober of sourcos
-711
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that repor;e0 a particular eharaseristic (e.3.,
.aneriems are materialistic."). The resulting
scores were then compared to the scores that
no other charaeveristics had received. The
characteristics that; showed the highest scores
wore tentatively accepted as being the most
reliable. In other words, the valued char.-c-
teristics receiving the highest scores wore
deemed the coy l,lezes which most probably exist
in American culture. These resulting value-
cople7.es or (value-cc mtored orientations)
-late up the core of this draft.

h.ve er:.)lained what this draft is about,
and the methodological considerations involved
in its production. it remains to enumerate the
several cualifications or limitations that result
frau the brevity and hija generality of the

report.

First, the draft is concerned only with
contemporary :merican culture. The year 1945
was chosen as a beginning date because it marks
the end of the period of "total war" and because
it leaves a aanagoable span of time. Consequent-
ly, the statements Ilhich follow are time-bound
to the recent past.

The reader :must also be cautioned about the
geographic limitations placed upon the informa-

tion. statomonts are claimed to apply only
within the general continental limits of the

United States. Same of the statenents may also

apply to certain areas of Canada, especially
those in close cultural contiguity, but such a
proposition is no wore than a topic for investi-
gation.

There are, of course, regional differences
within this pographic area. Aowever, as the
purpose of the draft is to provide a general

01118 all



Introduction

summary of American culture, the regional dif-
ferences have not been dealt with.

number of other sources of variation
should be considered, particularly the variations
resulting froA ethnic or racial minorities, socio-
economic classes, and subcultures, as well as the
dello3raphic variables of se:c, ago, and religious
or political ,roupings. The statements which
follow do not take into account variation re-
sulting from these possible sources.

One night object that these limitations
result in information too general to be of any
use at all. Granted, such information would
have limite0 use for specific concerns such as
casework. 7et even in these instances, general-
ized information is useful in settin:.; the limits
within which one can wort:. In all cultures
there is a general "cultural base," whose varia-

k tions can be treated as reciprocal adaptations
between the cultural base and a local situation.
It has been well established that such culture-
wide common ground ezists, and that it differs
froth one culture to another.1

The nurpose of this work, then, is to inte-
grate the pertinent source materials into a us-
able summary of contemporary American culture,
It is left to others to specify the source, dir-
ection and e=tent of the variations within the
culture,

1. Soe Ildward T. Hall. The hidden
Dirvnsion, Garden City, row York: Doubleday
and Co., 1966, or differing reactions and
attitudes in the matter of spatial relation-
dhips,
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INTRODUCTION TO THE ESSAY ON THE VALUE SYSTEM

A discussion of values or a value system should be pre

faced by some definition of the term "value." Throughout this

text, values are defined as any things, attributes, or charac-

teristics perceived as desirable.

in addition to defining the concept, it is necessary to

say whose values are to be described. Without such delimita-

tion, the term is a concept with no relation to reality. This

essay will deal only with values that apply throughout American

culture. Individual values and those of groups within the na-
tion will be mentioned only as they serve to clarify the more

generalized values.

We have chosen a series of "value-centered orientations"

which seem to be characteristic of contemporary American cul-

ture. This term has the advantage of embracing a number of

value-laden attributes or characteristics surrounding one
value-theme. The term thus makes it possible to generalize
about numerous similar characteristics under one broad topic.

The following diagram and explanation will clarify the

relationships between the value-centered orientations, the more
specific values that may be regarded either as components or as
derivatives of the genwal orientations, and the related assump-
tions concerning the nature of man and the world.

Level 4. INTEGRATION OF THE VALUE-CENTERED
ORIENTATIONS

Level 3. ASSUMPTIONS

Level 2. VALUE-CENTERED ORIENTATIONS

Level 1. DERIVATIVE VALUES

Level 1. Derivative values

This level of abstraction consists of all valued characteris-

tics attributable to individuals, groups, sub-cultures.
Examples are "God-fearing," "progressive." Such attributes

are desirable but are not valued throughout the culture.



I.A. The Value System

Level 2. Value-centered orientations

This level consists of value-complexes formed by similar de-
rivative values surrounding a more generalized value-theme,
such as ashievement-success. Examples of derivative values
subsumed under this value-theme are "competition," "patriot-
ism," or "bigness." The present essay is primarily concerned
with the description of the value-centered orientations.

Level 3. Assumptions

Assumptions are basically those widespread but culture-speci-
fic beliefs regarding topics on the order of "the nature of
existence," or "the nature of man." This level contains even
more generalized abstractions than level 2. The assumptions
precede the value-orientations in the sense that they already
exist, while the orientations are objectives toward which the
culture-bearers are striving.

Level 4. Integration of the value-centered orientations

This is the highest and most generalized level of abstraction
involved in the present study of American culture. It or-

ganizes the value-centered orientations into a single struc-
ture. The concepts generated here are so abstract as to be of
only limited use. Nonetheless, the relationships provide the
observer with reference points from which he can work. The

value-centered orientations do not exist separated from one
another, but complexly interrelated, and in a state of balance.
Any over-balancing may result in conflict.

Questions concerning the balance and interrelation among
the orientations will be considered in a final summary.

The following value-centered orientations have been ob-
served in American behavior throughout the country's history,
and by differing types of person, from the trained observer,
commentator, or student of culture, to the casual visitor.

1. Achievement-success

The first orientation centers around the simple premise
that, "everyone in the American Dream has the right, and often
the duty, to try to succeed and to do his best to reach the

-12-



I.A. The Value System

top."1 This statement makes explicit two dimensions of
achievement-success. The first is the right of individuals

to try to succeed. It involves the question of equality,
which will be discussed later under "A Delimited Equalitarian-

ism." The other dimension, that of the duty of each American
to attempt to succeed, perpetuates something of the Calvinistic
undertone prevalent in earlier American history.

These two dimensions together impose a cultural expecta-

tion on every American. He should at least try to make a suc-

cess of himself in some field of endeavor, be it biochemistry

or barrell-jumping. Whether he does succeed or not depends on
external circumstances as well as on his own capabilities. But

regardless of the degree to which he succeeds, he is still re-

spected if he tries. The small businessman, who never quite

"makes it big," as long as he works hard, pays his bills, and
leads a respectable personal life, will gain the respect of his

friends and associates.

Merely trying to succeed, however, does not win the

greatest prestige. The person admired most in the American

culture is one who works hard, is honest (at least visibly so),

and does succeed, especially if he has "worked his way up from
the bottom." Both the small businessman and the Horatio Alger
hero are respected in American culture, but it is the latter
who is valued more.

One of the major components of the achievement-success
orientation is that of competition. "Our society has been (and
is) highly competitive--a society in which ascribed status in
the form of fixed, hereditary social stratification has been
minimized," Thus, in American culture

Parents train children to compete for success--in
school, in sports, and in social life; and they
anxiously review their own records as parents, com-

1. U. L. Warner, Marchai Meeker, and Kenneth Eells. Social

Class in America. Chicago: Science Research Associates,
TOW HeiTIERET' Harper and Brothers, Harper Torchbooks,

1960, p. 3.

2, Robin Williams, 1960, p. !&17.

-13-



I.A. The Value System

paring themselves in this way, §s in every other,
with their friends and enemies.

Competition, then, can assume many different forms. It
can involve one's own present achievements, those of one's
friends and associates, different types of achievement (academ-
ic, athletic, social, financial), even competition with one's
own past. Competition in one form or another pervades the
thole of American behavior.

Another component related to the general orientation,
and suggested by the discussion of competition is that of mo-
bility. In interpersonal competition someone must win and
someone must lose. This results in mobility, either upward,
downward, or both. The competition in American culture there-
fore entails a corresponding decree of mobility. Walter
Goldschmidt has gone so far as to say, "The American culture is
built upon mobility: historical, geographical, philosophical,
economic, social."4

A final component of the achievement-success orientation
is the value placed on "bigness." This is a rather minor de-
rivative value, but it does merit discussion.

In American society, "...'better' is presumed to be im-
plied, by 'biager"5 Thus the folic saying, "the bigger the bet-
ter"--a notion that applies to numbers as well as size. Ameri-
cans have more material goods than any other people: their
standard of living is higher; more of them own (or are trying
to own) more material possessions; even the buildings and
structures are larger or more numerous than in other countries.
These are simply examples, for the spectrum of evidence is

3. J. P. Sligel. "Conflicting formal and informal roles in
newly acculturated families," in Research Publications,
Association for Research in Nervous and Mental Disease,
70:77,71617W55707--

4. Walter Goldschmidt. "Social class and the dynamics of sta..
tus in America," in The American Anthropologist, vol. 57,
1955, p. 1213.

5. Williams, 1960, p. 427.

-14"



I.A. The Value System

broad. In sum, many Americans tend to perceive quantity as
a substitute for quality, so that achievement and success are
often translated into a desir, to amass a quantity - -of money,
land, power, or even friends.°

2. Materialism

This orientation has long been thought of as "typically
American"; whether rightly so is a difficult question to an-
swer. There are a feu notions which mar prove illuminating.

When "materialism" is used by a non-American author, it
usually carries a negative connotation. To some outside ob-
servers American materialism appears to be an almost compulsive
desire to accumulate wealth, objects, whether they have a pur-
pose or not. In other words, Americans seem to view the acqui-
sition of material goods as an end in itself.

This characterization is accurate for some cases. His-
torically, the American "entrepreneurs" or "robber barons" have
invited just such a description. However, it would not be ac-
curate to say that most Americans behave in this manner. In
reality only a highly visible few are compulsive accumulators.

In contrast to the negative opinion is the notion that
most Americans view the acquisition of material goods as a
means to other ends. The majority of Americans see material
goods, money and gadgets as symbols of the actual goal--
success thought of in terms of power and/or prestige.7 On
this view, the American is indeed motivated to acquire material
possessions, but the possessions have value only as proof to
others, and to the American himself, that he has achieved,
succeeded.

3. Practicality-efficiency

The core value or central theme of this major orienta-
tion can best be expressed in the questions..."What good is
it?" or "What does it do% or "Is it any better than...." A new
method, technique, idea or process is no good unless it is bet-

6.

NIMIND0.1111111

See the discussion of the materialism orientation for
elaboration of this topic.

7. IO.uckhohn, 1963, pp. 228.261.



I.A. The Value System

ter than the previous one--and the criterion for judgment is

efficiency or practicality.

Americans have harassed and ridiculed "the dreamer,"
"the idealist," and respected or even idolized "the pragmatist"
and "the man who gets things done." Efficiency

"is a word of high praise in a society that has long
emphasized adaptability, technological innovation,
economic expansion, up-to-datenesf, practicality, ex-
pediency, 'getting things done.'"u

Subsumed under this orientation is a less important
value, the belief in rationality and logic, linked, with a dis-
trust of anti-empirical or non-empirical methods.9

Science in general is valued highly, and is understood
to mean a rational approach to questions and problems. Few

value superstition or magic: the anti-empirical, non-empirical,

and irrational. There is no doubt that this value and its more
generalized correlate are characteristic of America.

4. Future orientation

"In the beginning America witf promise, rather than past;
hope, rather than accomplishment."" The orientation of the
American people has always been to the future. The past and

present were the times for the people who stayed in Europe;
America was the "the land of opportunity" where the focus was
upon the biture.

In contemporary America the direction is still forward.
The culture continues to emphasize progress, especially pro-
gress through scientific and technical development; it rein-
forces the American's optimism about future potentialities,

C. Williams, 1960, p. 428.

9. Franz Adler. "The Value Concept in Sociology." American
Journal of Sociology, vol. 62, 1956, p. 275.

10. Williams, 1960, p. 433
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both his own and his nation's. Thus,

...In America changes are continually taking place,
and there is a belief that they should take place.
For the most part, there is a high evaluation of
change, because changes in the eyes of Americans
usually are for the better. Indeed, some Americans
apparently bellve that change is a good thing in
and of itself."

Upon examination, the future orientation is found to be
a complex of several minor derivative values. These include
adaptability, "boosteriam," optimism, a strong receptivity to
change (ordinarily understood to be synonymous with progress)
and a faith in the perfectibility of the common man--in time.
These values differ from one another, yet they are all based on
the notion of change over time. This raises an important ques-
tion: Is the future orientation truly a value-centered orien-
tation, or is it rather an assumption of fact, upon which these
derivative values and others are based? The answer appears to
be that the future orientation is both a value and an assump-
tion. In the value sense, it implies that people should not
attempt to hinder progrlss for the sake of tradition or the
status quo. Thus, as a value, the future is a direction toward
which all individuals, groups, and social systems should direct
themselves. The future orientation's character as an ammo.
tion was suggested a moment ago when it was said that the de-
rivative values were all based on the notion of change over
time. Movement, the basic ingredient of change, is not im-
mediate but must develop as time passes, making the future of
yesterday the present of today and the past of tomorrow.

5. A delimited equalitarianism

"In the bright glow and warm presence of the American
Dream all men are born free and equal."13 This statement

11. Graham, 1957, p. 139.

1.2. Uilliams, 1960, p. 1&32

13. 1. L. Warner, Marchai Meeker, and Kenneth Eells. Social
Class in America. Chicago: Science Research Associates
37097--ITew York: Harper and Brothers, Harper Torchbooks,
1960, p. 3
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manages to catch the flavor of equalitarianism in America.

It is correct that. the American creed has been based upon the

premise that all men are created equal. But contemporary

American culture is hardly the expression of complete equality.
American equalitarianism is not that simple.

The rationale of American equalitarianism is composed
of two main premises. The first, which might be labelled
"a humanitarian spirit," is that each individual has inherent
worth as a human being. In keeping with the Christian ethic,
"...all individuals arelspiritually equal, regardless of their

material differences."14

A second premise, that all persons should have equality

of opportunity, may be stated as follows:

...the difference at the start shall not be due to
involuntary social factors. As long as there is some
opportunity to advance, as long as the ideal is prat-
ticed to some extent, every person can hope to get
ahead, and this hope will have a powerful effect on
behavior. No one can deny that the son of a truck
driver has some chance of becoming a distinguished
scientist. If he exerts enough effort, he may in
fact beat out the doctor's son. Indeed, in our

philosophy the less tOp opportunity, the greater is
the merit or success."

The second premise differs from the first in that it

does not assume men to be created equal. In fact, it is based

upon the assumption that there are individual differences in

emotional strength, intellectual endowment, and the like, so
that all persons should have the same opportunity to proceed,
to the limits of their respective, individual capabilities.10

14. Davis, Bredemeir, and Levy, 1949, p. 696.

15. Ibid., p. 103

16. It may be noted that this second premise can easily be
distorted into a rationale for inequality of opportunity,
through the notion concerning divergent individual capa-
bilities. This can bo twisted into the notion that one
particular group or race is thmost highly developed and
should have greater opportunity, since it can go farther.
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6. Conformism

This orientation has been given increasing attention

over the last two or three decades. Some authors have implied

that the United States is becoming a "nation of conformists."

Some have postulated a counter-trend encroaching upon the time-

worn value of self-reliance or individualism (to be discussed

in the next section). Others, notably David Riesman, point to

a composite of several different elements.

The present study. tends to support the latter of the

above "theories," in essence if not substance. The literature

indicates that there are at least two major dimensions to the

conformism orientation: "compliance" and "shared values."

Compliancy, "going along with the crowd," is the aspect

of conformism implied in statements that the United States is

becoming a nation of conformists. There is much evidence that

this is a predominant theme in contemporary American society,

especially in the metroliolis. Here, among large numbers of

persons, unrelated and uninterested in one another, the indi-

vidual finds himself an anonymous figure known only to a small

circle of friends and associates. In this situation, without

the personal and community relations of the rural or suburban

areas, he adopts an impersonal mode of interaction and asso-

ciations, sometimes by choice but more often by necessity.

Uith the decline of the close personal relationships of child-

hood, one finds it easy to immerse oneself in the mass of the

city and to conform, at least outwardly, to the majority pat-

terns.17

The "shared values" dimension is somewhat different. In

this case, one still "goes along with the crowd" but not

through necessity or because of social pressure. One conforms

because one shares similar values and interests with his asso-

ciates. This type of conformity, as contrasted to compliancy,

does not run counter to self-reliance or individualism, since

conformity is chosen by the individual as a basis for his asso-

ciation and interaction with others.

7. Self-reliance

The fundamental principle of this last orientation is

17. Boyd and lorchester, 1964, p. 340.
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the right of each person to make his own decisions.18 Self-
reliance is the belief that every individual has the in-
alienable right to do as he wishes, within certain moral and
legal limits. The ideal is proclaimed that every man is a
kingdom unto himself, and that the invasion of his privacy, or
interference with his integrity, is morally detestable.iv It
is in connection with this theme that the American "rejection
of authority" postulated by Gorer seems to find its place:
figures in authority are those most able to force an individual
along a course of action to which he is opposed.

The self-reliance orientation is closely related to the
achievement-success orientation. Not only is it important to
achieve success, but it is necessary to do so through one's own
initiative, not through the efforts of others. tlolfenstein and
Leites have expressed this thought in their study of the major
plot configurations of American films:

tanning is terrifically important and always possible
though it maybe a tough fight. The conflict is not
an internal one; it is not our own impulses which en-
danger us nor our own scruples that stand in our my.
The hazards are all external, but they are not rooted
in the nature of life itself. They are the hazards
of a particular situation with which we find ourselves
confronted. The hero is still able to beat the
other fellow to the punch...if he relies on no one but
himself...20

The defining of self-reliance raises the question of the
place of creativity in contemporary American culture. That
quality has always been highly valued in the culture as a per-
sonal talent. Not only Americans but most peoples doubtless re-
spect, admire or even envy the creative individual. Host

18. Davis, Bredemeir and Levy, 1949, p. 700.

19. Geoffroy Gorer, The American People, A Study in National
Character, New York: U. U. Norton and Co., ig8,757-557

20. Martha Olfenstein and Nathan Leites. Movies: A Psycho-
logical Study, Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1950,
p. 29C.
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Americans, apparently, perceive creativity as a personal
characteristic and not as something that can be achieved by

groups or social systems.

Creativity is felt to be an expression of an indivi-
dual's imaginatiLa, a "God-given" or innate talent possessed
by only a fey. Since the creative spark is thought of as some-
thing generated outside the province of human will and reason
there is a tendency, even among those who do not enjoy certain

sorts of art, to accept any expression of "a creative spirit"

as having some value, or at least as deserving tolerance, even

if it achieves nothing for practical use. The self-reliance

orientation may thus conflict with that of practicality-
efficiency. And indeed it is precisely the possibility of a
conflict of values that shows the presence of two distinguish-
able value-orientations.

8. Speculative comments

This section is devoted to topics, questions, or predic-
tions which have too little supportive evidence to warrant in-
clusion in the text of the essay. They refer to one or more of

the orientations alleged, or to others that may develop as time
passes.

One speculation relates to the current controversy over
the degree to which the "duty" aspect of achievement-success
applies in contemporary American culture. (uestions to raise

are: "What conditions have historically reinforced the duty of

individuals to succeed and to what degree are these conditions
still present? What else is present in the culture that might
cause the devaluation of the 'duty obligation' of achievement-

success?"

Also related to the achievement-success orientation is
the question of the value ascribed to national achievement.
This has often been expressed during the past two decades as a
"Beat-the-Communists" value. Some trends presented in evidence)

of this value are the following: the upgrading of education,

especially in the technical and scientific areas; the criticism
directed at various federal, state, and local programs; and the
moneys channelled into foreign aid, "the mar on poverty," mili-

tary defense, and so on. Whether or not national achievement
is gaining in prominence and distinctness as a value is still
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questionable. It may be only subordinate manifestation of the
achievement-success orientation.

With reference to the materialism orientation one might
ask, Why are many labor unions striking not for higher wages
but for "fringe benefits" such as retirement plans, health in-
surance and better working conditions? Why is so much atten-
tion given by the Federal Government and other agencies to
"security," -- financial, social, and medical?

In considering such questions one may wonder if ma-
terialism is going out of style, to be replaced by "security-
ism" or even "leisureism." One may also suggest, however, that
materialism may be a much broader topic than has been thought.

Finally, a question is raised as to the coherence of the
equalitarianism orientation within which two dimensions were
noted: a humanitarian spirit, and equality of opportunity.
The point can be made that these two dimensions stand in oppo-
sition to each other in actual practice. One can also contend
that the second is nothing more than a rationalized expansion
of the first. In any event, the ideal of equalitarianism in
America certainly does not explain the presence of discrimina-
tion and racial conflict. These conflict with the professed
ideal, and must be taken into account either as expressions
of other major themes in the culture or as "institutionalized
subterfuges" in areas of conflict between major themes.
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I. C . /1,3SU14.02IC143 IN AivalilIC.EkeN CULTURE

by 2obert n. Leik
and Thomas L. Van Valey

Introduction: Ground-of-Meaning Lssumptions

The _lssui.r?tions: pie_

1. The Universe Is Mechanistic

2. 1;an Can .3eco:ae the Mast,x of the
Universe 25

3, Lan Is Basically Rational and Reasoning 28

4. 1117. Men Have Inherent .forth 29

5, Men Are Improvable 30

6, The 2nerican system Is the Best Yet
Developed .. 40

Speculative C maw nt s : An As sumpt i on Concerning
the Future of Man 41

Introduction: GrounC of Meaning- Assurxotions

In the introduction to the value syr.ten,
it was proposo0 that Psowaptions be difinod as
those bc.flefs, conscious and overt, or uncona
scious and covert, which are basic to a culture-
bearer's notions of reality. It was further
postulated that those are more general in nature
than are the value-centered orientations.
These two statements are very broad and conso-
rluently rer:.uire some specification .and 0.-xplan-
ation.
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The problematic aspect of the first point
is the notion that assudptions (beliefs aba.ut
sometAns) can 1)(-: either conscious and overt
or unconscious and covert. Ue arc sayin3 hero
th.:t the basis of one's behavior may tries be
purposively derived fro., consciously recognizee
pronises. At other tines it nay bc an unques-
tioned consecuence T beliefs 11.(lich are so sel-
do1:1 openly c;:a:,iined that they pervade one's
c..ctions without his br.;,.nc; alrarc of their pres-
ence or effects. .zrobably were someone to bc
(7uestionce. in retail about why he behavc:s as he
does, he could be led to recognize .ulany of these
unconscious assua?tions.

A related issue is the rationality, or
lacl: of it, of the aslut,ons upon w'tich be-
havior is based. To pco-)le of different bacL-
Groum's, eael other's cultural assu.aptions nay
soon obviously inaccurate, hence necessarily
irrational. To uestiop ration:.lity, however,

-)1.;_es an objective basis fro which to eval-
uate; and the nal.;ure of cultural assuptions
is that they a. ,pear to the mciab.rs of that
c:Iltive to be such an objective basis.

The Liportant i-Jsue is not to deteruThe
whether assumptions arc conscious or moon-
scirus, rational or irrational, but to floter-
iiin what are the m.ost couiaon assumptions under-
lying American behavior, and how they interact
with the values outlined previously. Certain
assumptions that are typical ccoss-culturally
licht illustrate th-) nature of what is meant
by :;round-of-mtin3 assumptions, ma':ine,-; sub -
sr'ruent discussion clearer.

One co;,imon assuA.ption in lost cul.,:ures is
that marriase (in whatever fora prevails in the
culture) is the iin.atural'i state for adults,
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This Is not just to say that marriage is 1io-243
fun, or implies better citizenship, but that as
a matter of course it occurs in the lives of
peoille. Another common assuoptton is that ob-
jects such as trees, bushes, or grass do not
thin or feel (as humans do), hence they ...lay be
cut, trillied, mowed, otc without that type.
of. behavior being called cruel. Reflection
on the above illustrations should convince
the reader that they -.re certainly not objective
fact, yot they affect in great weasure trio way

values operate in actual behavior.

To adequately consider 001D.11011 Anorican
cruund-of-unanin3 assumptions it will be ?rcfor-
able uo soparr.to the discussion into t-ro parts.
'first, five barlic assumptions will bo presented,
with soma attention to more generc.1 implications
of each. Then an atteApt will be made to dollen-
strato how the specific assumptions and their
implications provide a peculiarly American inter-
pretation of the values stated earlier, The
uniqueness of a culture lies not so much in the
general values espoused, since many of the so
are widely dhare0 by other cultures, but rather
in the particular shaping and delimiting of
those values by the assum)tions underlylng
everyday application of them.

ASS:MPTION 1. The T.Iniyerse Is Mechanistic

AS3UEPTIO1T 2 Han Can Become Master of the
verse

These two assui.lptions aro so interrelate('
that they are oore reaCtly discussed jointly.

the '; "Man is expected to triumph in
any contest win Nature, in accordanco with the
optLmistic confidence in the power of science
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and technology,"1 nicely illustrrtes the essump-
tion most often mentioned as chrrreteristie of
contemporrry culture. It rests upon the belief
thrt the univorso is coneuerrble, and that
through concentrated action, torn will be able to
grin cotInlete control of his environs lent.

The Americen, therefore, does believe thrt
it is possible to subdue the forces of ntture FM
turn them towrrd his noeds and wishes. However,
rt the srme ti*.», he also realizes thrt this ern
be accomplished only through persistent and orgrn-
ind effort. Generally sparking, the universe
is thought of as a machine rather thrn as a
mystierl: entity acting unor len. It is simply
P collection of stara, planets and other henvsn-
ly bodies acting in accordance vith the lows of
physics, and not a ftney of a "fickle rind unpre-
dictable fate."

Americans also view the world iliself in
mrterirl Loris, so 6hrt snb-hultn orgtnisms and
intnimete objects often are Raen only as raw
materiels to be fashioned for human use. To
most of us, then, the crwiron lent is only the
basic ingredient for man's cookbook, and not the
final result.

Such mrterirlism tins le6r. severely 3v'iged.
Critics, orrticulrrly during the l!'st t, o decrdes,
hrve condemned the Americrn boeruse he lasa
othal,peorle rs well the inrnimtte 'rid the
iTib=humrn. These critics say that America is s

1. J.P. Spiegel, "Conflicting Formal and Infor-
larl Roles in Neuly Acculturated Frmilies,"

A,i9ociotion Ism

vo . 2, 1 .

ird Mont'], Olemag,
laittai2)1
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nrtion of users, H notion in which a hierarchy
of "power-wielders" trerts the average man
simply as rn object to he used when needed,
and discPrded when outmoded or worn out.

The rbove, hce4ever, is exaggereted. It
is ellsy to conceive of the user. he is the
"strtus seeker," the "mom Who made it to the
top, using his friends for stair steps." Al-
though such a characterization does not fit most
AMericrns, it is probrblv true that the tendency
to view the natural and social environment as
manipulable is greater in the United Strtes
than in most other countries.

Asa consequence of the materialism fostered
by ter above assumptions, the acquisition of mat-
erirl goods is valued highly, both as 8 sheens
to the power rnd nrestiOe Aslich they represent
and also for the sheer comrort end security in
hexing them. Sililrrly, Americans who possess
such values find it only natural to strive
for their success in teems of mrtorirl goods,
rather thrn in terns of, e.g., knowledge or
religious well-being, so other cultures et var-
ious times hrve stressed. The rnthronologist
Clyde Kluckhohn has stated "This has been (rnd
is) r business civilizationnot aemilitary,
ecclesiastical, or scholtrly one4G

Implied by the assumption thrtt mastery is
possible is e belief in man's self-determination.
Prom the earliest times, philosophers have deboted
whether men is self-leterminete and dependent
only upon his own resources Pnd talents. Al-
though Americans are little concerned with any
particular doctrine or philosophy, they generally
assume thrt man is self-detevminate, at least to
tne hegree thrt he is able to affect his own

2. Kluck71177 1963, p. 197.
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destiny. Arthur Schlesinger has sail, "The
iwericrn character is bottomed upon the con-
viction that nothing in to world is beyond
its power to accoT4lish.",

ASSUMPTION 3: Man Ij Awlcallv Rational and
Reftsoninr.

AmericPns do, on the whole, believe that
an is a "rational animal," and would agree ttat

all normally functioning individurls are rational:
i.e. endowed with some meatwet of intelligence,
good judgment, reason, and common sense. More-
over, most Americans believe that, when presented
With 4 reasonable argument, baled uron knoWn and
verifiable facts, any individual is capable of
reaching a conclusion substantially in accord-
ance with the facts pr3sented. This is not to
say that Americans belleqe that thew) is only
one answer to any 'tsroup of facts, repArdlesn of
the WaY in which it is presented. Rathev, it
roans that "...in the long. run we tend to select
the more rationally tKlable concept or action
anq to reject the 1:11s tenable."4 A Fulton,
an Edison, an Einstein way be scoffed at for
a while by some. Yet if they are correct, they
will be accepted sooner or later.

3. Arthtr Me Schlesineer, Sr., "What Then Is
The American, This HeurlHan?", r c n
Historical Aview, vol. 48, 19 a, r. 2 4.

4. H.L. Nostrand, "Sole Elements for the
Synthesis of a Contemporary Culture,"

C r' ts 113 Da= Tholrht, vol. 7,
31 ,No. 19 9 p. 82.
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This assumption is closely related to several
of the others under discussion. It means that
every human being has some worth to some other
person, Arsons, or the society as a whole. In
the legal sense the assumption is made explicit
in attempts to define all men as equal before the
law. The assertion that "all men are created
equal" is a common one, and has had considerable
influence in development of American legal phil-
osophy. In everyday terms, however, Americans are
realistic enough to recognize that not all men
have the same social economic or moral worth.
Different men have different abilities, talents,
capacities for kindness, generosity, warmth, and
affectioh. Some are great physicists, some are
artists, and some are bricklayers, plumbers, or
small businessmen. Yet, it is not only a man's
occupation that determines his worth, it is the
way in watch he interacts with others. In a great
measure, it is how he treats his family, and
every other persoh he has contact wittl.

Robin Williams summarizes the Americans'
acceptance of one another as follows.

America has always imnressed observers from
more rigid and hierarchical societies as being
marked by an e_traordinary informality, direct-
ness, and lack of status consciousness in
person-to-person contacts. This general open-
ness of social relations can only be maintained
in a culture in which intrinsic persohal
value is a widespread and effective assumption)

Another aspect of this major ground-of-meaning
assumption is the way in which it connects with

37--Williams, 1960, pp. 440-441.
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American notions of equality. To put it simply
(at the risk of over-simplification), in Amer-
ican society, men view one another as being
essentially equal." The subordination of one
individual to another is morally repugnant to
+host Americans and in many areas is legally
forbidden. Consequently, individuals tend to
view one another as being located on essentially
the same or at least similar) horizontal plane.
Thia phenomenon is undoubtedly related to factors
which have made the United States basically a
middle-class society.

(A difference can be noted here between
this American assumption and its European or
Latin-American counterpart, which is diametrical-
ly opposed to it. In many other cultures
individuals typically perceive others asooccupy-
ing stations in life inherently above or
below theirs, rather than a horizontal plane.)

This assumption is the simplest to explain.
It implies only that man has an extraordinary
potential for development, far beyond what he
has thus far demonstrated. How far he will be
able to progress is, of course, unknown. Even
so, the American people believe that man will
eventually rid aimself of the "human frailties"--
greed, dishonesty, avarice, hate, and so on. It
should be made clear, however, that such progress
can only occur over time and through the persis-
tent efforts of all men.

6. The reader should be reminded here of the
qualificatiohs that were placed on this
proposition in the Introduction.
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Connected with the assumption of man's
improvability is another notion concerned with
the condition of the human animal at time of
birth (re: his innate "goodness" or "evil").

Again, as with other notions of similar
generality (and non-verifiability), philosophers
have, tnroughout history; debated about the
"nature of man." In contrast to the previous
assumption regarding man's mastery of the uni-
verse and the accompanying philosophical question
of his self-determinacy, in this case American
culture takes a more compromising position.
They "...believe that children are born neither
Good nor Evil but Neutral. How they turn out
depends upon the nature of the parents' rela-
tion with the child."7

Consequently, this assumption and its
concomitant notion regarding the "neutral"
character of humankind further reinforce the
American belief in the future and man's place
in it. It simply concludes (a priori) that
since the outcome of all children is the respon-
sibility of their parents and the result of
their ministraticas, if mankind can find the
"right" *ay to rear them, the children and the
children's children can some day claim the
heritage of all mankind.

The five ground-of-meaning assumptions
which have been briefly stated can now be more
closely linked to the values common to Americans..
In the process certain derivative assumptions
and values will be discussed which sharpen
the picture of the culture of the United States.

7. J.P. Spiegel. "Conflicting Formal and Informal
Roles in Newly Acculturated Fawilies,"
sEtnrsji Publicatims Assoaiatloq LaL
in Nervous and ilental Disease, Vol. 2, arjgh01+9
p. 310.
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Combining the first three assumptions (mechan-
istic and masterable universe, rational nature
of man), we can note the following logical
extensions.

a. Achievement, 112a re sulk =Lima
IrhAILL2Errither Ihn Q, LaIa. This places
responsibility for one's success or failure on
himself alone. It is clear, however, from the
extensive popularization of Freudian psychology,
that this assumption is at times a nard task-
master.

b. Pracmatin, hence mlentific grode4urea.
and lugmlux grg luneria to all other rro-
cedures And tephnoloeiea. The value of
practicality-efficiency is of course closely
related to this assumption.

c Munea211 j to Z 1.2 swing a and
te;hnolqgv, jrnreg th hax, tf,Q achievemept.
There may be questions raised about the curricu-
lum, the physical plant, the extra-curricular
activities, etc., but seldom is the utility of
education for the entire population seriously
questioned.

d. Achievergent brines, material =au,
hanaa material &gaga ara indlcatiye(21
al, maxam.

These assumptions, and the ones which
generated them, lead to a variety of more specific
values when combined with the high value placed
on achievement-success pat la. Since the extent
to which one set of values takes precedence
over, or is limited by, other values is basic
to understanding any culture, some indication of
the range of each derivative value is included.

a. Everyong beuallimg,IaLt=txt.
achime regardless olLattdo This value is most
Ordebt-in pressures on school aged children to
do well so that they may go on to high-status
positions as adults. The value is limited by
emphasis on friendliness and equalitarianism.
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A person should not do so well that nis classmates
or fellow workers are made to look bad by com-
parison. Furthermore, a person (or business
enterprise) should not be allowed to achieve
to the extent that others' well-being is serious-
ly affected. When there is no economic need to
achieve, the person should either temper his
success with helping others or he should seek
avenues of achievement which have more widely
shared benefits, such as civic leadership.

b. &Aga& saauld be awnomicallz indenan-
gaa, This is obviously related to the value
of self-reliance and is evident even in the
sphere of the fami:y. Children are eager to
leave home and establish themselres independent-
ly (usually financially as well as socially),
and aged are encouraged to maintain their own
separate residences rather than live with their
children's families. Further, as the equalitar-
ian value indicates, one is to be less admired
for inherited wealth or status than for that
which his own efforts have accumulated. The
chief exception to this derivative value per-
tains to wives and young children, although many
wives maintain partial economic independence
through work outside the home.

co ayeiraona shout( educated according
Ata caRacitv. The value placed on education,

is largely a consequence of the assumption that
better educated people are bettor able to achieve
and to govern themselves. This creates the
problem, however, of whether an individual
might spend too many years in school, hence put
off being a contributor to the economic system.
Also, individual capacity is both difficult to
assess and a ootential basis for invidious
comparisons (the latter violates the equalitar-
ian value). Consequently, a more common express-
ion of the value of education is that everyone
should receive at least a high school education,
or at least two years of college. Some even
advocate a college degree for all. It has been
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suggested with some seriousness tnat an increasingly
technologically coaplex future may require
post graduate training for most people.

d. Status_ should __mild 212 denlonstrate4
Agigievement. Two areas of value conflict are
apparent here. One is that status distinctions
of whatever kind are contrary to an equalitarian
ethic. There is a general feelihg that the
person who spends all his time working is too
narrow and is a threat to those whose lives are
not so totally devoted to status striving.
As a result, such a person may be accorded respect
and perhaps envy, for his achievements, but he is
not likely to be considered a model citizen.

The second conflict concerns the right to
retain the benefits of one's achievements and
to pass these on to one's family. Inherited
wealth is a source of status. Much debate has
occurred ragarding this question, with a gradual
growth in policies which reduce the ease of
passing status to one's heirs by inheritance only.

e. Aptiboritv laparamate, the extent
maa j t, nromotps aticiAnt agialvemwt.
Obviously such a derivative value is relevant to
a production oriented society, yet it can easily
run counter to other values. In particular,
the value of individualism causes highly
regimented behavior to be onerous. Although
regimen may contribute to efficiency, the person
whose policies require it is ffequently thought
to be exceeding the legitimate bounds of his
authority. Even so traditionally regimented an
organization as the army is often accused of
exceeding authority via over-emphasis oh efficien-
cy to the exclusion of human concerns.
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f. Bierpss wpalth, =EL) la desirable.
If material possessions, status and authority
indicate achievement, and aciaievement is des-
irable, then the accumulation of these indicators
is desirable. Again equalitarian-humanitariah
values come into play in asserting that ostenta-
tious display of wealth or power is inappropri-
ate and that too great a variation in these
aspects of society is disruptive.

In the area of interpersonal relations,
the assumption that all men have some inherent
worth and the open informality produced by an
equalitarian value lead to the following der-
ivative assumptions.

a. alai, llpoltle ate, inagremtla Xikeable.
b. Exiandlineaa la LIE Isex. saamsalul

lacmPerAgrual.E.W.Etions.
Subsidiary values orhich derive from the above
include:

a. 2aaale sou% be accepted and 122=-
Q1ated loterDfirsonallY for what Ibex axe (in

nexamal-karlia anal) zathem =an or zhat Ibexdit sa Illexara. As a consequence of this
value there is generally less concern for
social form in America than elsewhere. Social
blunders and ineptitude are often considered
irrelevant and excusable. Obviously such a
value runs counter to status based on ability
and achievement. The most difficult area of
application of triis value is in personal
relations between, e.g., employer and employee;
that is, where the economic based achievement
values are appropriate at the same time that
status-less, humanitarian values are also
pertinent.
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b. Qgaations g via 2z, s #ug should not
enter into social relations. It is likely that,
due to this type of value, relationships between
people of different classes in America are more
awkward than in those countries where class
deference is assumed. In consequence, it might
be expected that contact among people of differ-
ent classes is much less likely than our equal-
itarian ethic would imply. Such contact is too
apt to be problematical for all concerned.

c. Tie on v leRitimAtit authority la intqr-
personal relations is consensus.

d. 222211 should eppress alandlialu kx
ugui idul others lute gnagz These
two derivative values operate to produce a stand-
ardized kind of social life, giving a conformistic
character to much interpersonal behavior. Of
course, the individualism so apparent in relation
to achievement is contrary to "getting along
with everybody."

The above comments should help to focus the
discrepancy between those values having to do
with achievement, practicality and individualism
versus those pertaining to equalitarianism,
informality, joining many voluntary associations,
and even conformism. The one set of values
derives from, and is primarily relevant to the
economic sphere. It of course pervades education
to the extent that education is seen as prepar-
ation for later ?roductivity. It also influ-
ences voluntary associations and interpersonal
relations to the extent that the context of
behavior is one of accomplishing a specifiable
task. In short, these values are usually
paramount when some type of task orientation
is the basis for behavior*
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On the other hand, the second set of values
pertains to the enjoyment of other people's
company and one's own activity. The superficial
conformity of fads in clothing and entertainment,
for example, simply makes easier an assumption
of similarity of interests and values on which
equalitarian friendship may be based.

Each sphere limits the applicability of
the other; their join% applicability may cause
strains in interpersonal relationships and
inefficiency in task accoiplishment. It is
common advice to wives of businessmen to avoid
their husband's place of business, since his
role as businessman is not readily compatable
with Tais role as husband.

It might -)rove useful to compare the task
and social spheres more systematically. Tile

following chart, which indicates comparable
components of behavior in each sphere, is nec-
essarily over-simplified. Many areas of behavior
are not easily categorized as task or social.

.11.1.1 .00111, .11111.11.01.
!

Sphere of Behavior

Task Social

Success is
defined as:

and is
imeasurable by:

behavior is
ivoverned by:
i

waich lends to:

i

'Time orientrtion
is:

1

1

Achievement Personal
acceptance

Asalth, Power Popularity
Prestige

erfic
Practiencyicality- Equalitrrianism

SuperficialCoca mOtion
conformism

Future
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Confusions between these spheres arise
increasingly in Ame:ican culture due to the fact
that the era of the individual economic entre-
preneur is rapidly giving way to one of complex
organizations in which interpersonal manipulation
becomes institutionalized as a major aspect of
overalltask accomplishment.

A final area of considerdtion is that per-
taining to the rights and duties of governmental
authority, or more generally, to the maintenance
of gOcial order. The assumption that people
are capable of rational, hence responsible be-
havior, coupled with the value of equalitarianism
results in the conviction that ram haall =la
Lirdar, phogid. Jae, mutual =unto This value
clearly underlies our hntire government system.
A related derivative assumption which Americans
hold is that 11, gmatittitional democracy IA lu-
g= 12 All other, nvernmentaZ forms. The
term "democracethay be used when a republican
form is meant. Associated with the above values
and assumptions are a set of derivative values.

a. Authority Lggt ,may pagyanling, Dtocus
21.3221d ma in Ihm. All a P.2.22.1a. Ala lat
eurcise4 Dy, elected pepresentativel. This
principle is so strongly held that even informal
voluntary associations are likely to develop
elective government. The chief obstacle to
application of the v^lue lies in the frequent
inefficiency of eletted representatives and
officials, particularly since wide personal
acceptance (social success) may count more than
demonstrated achievement (task success)i in an
election. As a consequence of the dilemma, many
aspects of government are bureaucratized; that
is, they employ people according to ability
demonstrated in qualifying examinations to
perform specified tasks in the more complex
governmental system. Such civil service
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appointees are always in some way subject to a
higher elective executive or representative
body, however, maintaining the spirit of the
value.

b. Rights And zumnAlhilitial 91 12=2-
Sea =ad =alai rt the saatt inutd1All
gorivicaeatAl lual 5 zandltimu __land 9.11111-

lila. The desire to maintain control over govern.-
mental process is undoubtedly basic to this value.
Large, centralized government is too remote and
too impersonal to appear subject to much control.
Therefore a rather inefficient systea of over-
lapping local governmental units has been
maintained and will no doubt continue to be
maintained. The problem of efficiency is of

course the chief limitation to completely local
rule.

c. pldividol Lights Ahula Itimp Precedence
over Icallgatjaii good" eXefint fat gay 1,1faattiaLl.
invollangl.labil =lana oecurity qmpunitv
hulth. Because individual rights often imnly
protecting those who are different and uncooper-
ative, others who value achievement and efficiency
more highly are likely to find civil liberties
issues frustrating. Similarly, social conformity
is often at odds with the concept of individual
liberty. There is, therefore, continual
concern and frequent litigation over the boundary
between these major values.

One further aspect of American culture
derives from the assumptions and values pertain-
ing to time and its use. Whether in the task
or the social sphere, Americans are concerned
with doing,

i
becoming; creating; not only regard-

ing occupation, but in sports, hobbies, voluntary
associations, etc. Even retirement is a negative
concept unless it is viewed as an opportunity
to engage in activities previous.y obstructed by
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occupational demands. This activeness plus a
general optimism produces assumptions that

A. Things will change, usually, Lcar, the
bttter.

b. Youth is a time of excitement and prose;
brat years, g Ti2e. ricH77111713sTron

activeness leads to some avoidance of, even
distrust of contemplative activities.

Underlying the entire value system is a
conviction that the individual is the basic
referent of behavior, not the group or the
collectivity. Although there is an often noted
change from "rugged individualism" to "adjust-
ment" the emphasis is still on the individual;
adjustment is for ham, needs or purposes, not
necessarily for the good of the group.

Although it is not quite the same type of
assumption as the first five ground-of-meaning
assumptions which began this chapter, one more
widespread assumption of Americans should be
noted.

AssumpTioN k. Thq Amioan_SystAm Is the jest
Yet Qeveloped.

This assumption is probably the most
conscious and overt of the American's beliefs
about his country and its culture. It is, as
social scientists have labelled it, ethnocentrism,
"...the point of view that one's way of life is
to be preferred to all others.48 It is common to
all known cultures, and even to many smaller
groups.

8. Melville J. Herskovits, Cultural Ant1960 -
boloty, New York: Alfred A. Knopf, ,

p. 356.
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The content of this assumption, as defined
above, needs no explanation. However, since
this assumption is known to many segments of the
culture, one might ask how the American can
honestly profess it,. knowing its true nature and
origih. The answer is simple. The American,
when questioned, will simply say "Look at the
facts." They show that the United States is
the richest, most advanced, and most progressive
country that the world has ever known. He
can say "what other country has never lost a
major war?" or "What other country has ever
had more conveniences for its inhabitants?"

All of this is simply to show that the
American, even fully cognizant of the ethno-
centricity of his belief, will justify it, on
the basis of those things which he, as a culture-
bearer, has been taught to value.

This chapter on the major ground-of-meaning
assumptions of American culture, will close with
the reminder that Americans assume in the face
of all dour predictions and warnings, first of
8112 that there will be a future for man as
we know him, and secondly, that it is in the
future that man's progress will be evident.
This is somewhat different from the outlook of
other societies in the past. Often cultures
have assumed "We know everything now, and there
is no more room for nrogress." Today, the
American seems to consider the present as only
a transitory position between the past and the
future. He knows that we do not know every-
thing...now. But someday in the future we
may.
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This last comment is made simply to caution
the reader that the American we are talking
about now may not be the same twenty years
hence. American culture, including its values,
assumptions, institutions, and deviations
must be expected to change and adapt to new
conditions and increasing cross- cultural
contact.9

9. See Ralph Linton's excellent description
of cultural diffusion; pp. 325-327,
The Study, attilane N.Y.: Appleton-Century-
CF-Ofts, Inc., 1936.
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ILIA THE FAMILY

by Thomas Van Valey

The family in American society is perhaps
one of the most avidly studied of the institutions.
The reason for this is clear: the family is the
starting place for America's future citizens.
Here they receive many of their initial (and
long-lasting) attitudes, values, prejudices, and
ambitions ... in short, their socialization. It
is also from the family that they embark on their
own course to form families and continue the
process.

There are a number of identifiable character-
istics of American families. Some of these are
also common to other cultures while some are not.
We will deal in this paper with only those aspects
of the American family that serve to describe it
as institution.

John Sirjamaki provides the following list
of items characteristic of the American family:

II, .monogamous marriage; conjugal family
with limited kin reckoning; considerable
divorce and remarriage; family reduced
in size an,4" functions; increased individ-
uation of family members with approaching
husband-wife equality and particular
emphasis on children; marriage as a
sacrament, but with considerable secular-
ism."1

This is, of course, a highly generalized out-
line. However, it is safe to say that it is, in
general, an accurate description of the American
family.

1. Sirjamaki, 1947, pp. 255-256.
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II. A. Family

One notable characteristic which Sirjamaki
does not mention is the fact that Americans tend
to view the family of orientation "...as a marker
to show the startik; ?lace and measure (their)
ability not only in terms of where they are but
also how far they have moved."2

This implies that the family itself does not
pass on its status or prestige directly to succeed-
ing generations.* Rather, each individual must
determine his own status by virtue of his achieve-
ments, not those of his predecessors. "Insofar as
individuals improve their class status by virtue
of their own achievements rather than by birth,
the family's ability to pass along status to
children has been limited."3

Another related topic is the notion that mar-
riage is for life, and that breaks (divorce,
separation, etc.) are failures, reflecting on the

3.

Walter Goldschmidt. "Social Class and the
Dynamics of Status in America," Am
AnthroDol,leist, vol. 5/, 1955, p. 121

* This is most accurate in the middle class.
There are exceptions with regard to both the
aristocratic upper class and the extreme
lower class. These families do pass on their
status, or lack of it, to succeeding members.
However, even in these cases, the inheritance
received is primarily the opportunity for the
attainment of status rather than the status
itself. The incoming generations of these
two groups receive, or fail to receive, the
training, social graces, material wealth,
intellectual stimulation, and so on, which
enable them to attain a relatively equal or
greater degree of social status and/or pres-
tige.
Boyd and Worchester, 19649 p. 364.
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marriage partners.4 (This should be discussed
within the context of the belief that marriages
are based on the mutual choice and love of the
couple, rather thar, upon an arrangement by
parents, other relatives, or friends.) Within
this perspective, dissolving or ending a marriage
is often seen as a personal reflection on the
character of the couple involved. In the extreme
case, the stigma attached to a broken marriage
may resemble the following: "They couldn't make
their marriage work. Something is wrong with
them."

On the other hand, there is some evidence that
this attitude is changing. Some authors hav
stated that Americans are increasing) wing
marriage as terminable.5 Through s perspec-
tive, a marriage may be disso if either or
both of the partners feel t it is necessary
and would be to their mu al advantage. Moreover,
it implies that the aforementioned stigma would no
longer be attached to such actions.

Another characteristic of the American family
is the informality of the relations among its
members. Americans tend toward more casual, easy-
going, and friendly relations, in contrast to the
more formal and authoritarian relations which
seem to characterize the traditional European
family. (This also applies largely to the society
as an entirety. Most of the visitors to the
United States remark about the informality, uncom-
mon friendliness, likeability, and hospitality of

Margaret Mead. "The Contemporary American
Family as an Anthropologist Sees It," Amer-
ican Journal of Sociology, vol. 53, May 1948,
PP. 453-459.

5. Ibid. This does not alter in any way the
still predominant American value of monoga-
mous marriage--one husband and one wife...
at a time.
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the American people. This style of interpersonal
relationships seems to permeate the entire range
of behavior.)

One current trend in the American family
(which may be followed chronologically by a
similar trend in French society) is the increas-
ing emphasis on interpersonal enjoyment as the
primary basis for family interaction. As a con-
sequence, it may be argued that the family has
not been robbed of its former functions such as
the disciplining of children. Rather, as addi-
tional social institutions have arisen, the
members of the family have gladly left to other
agencies the disagreeable functions that clashed
with the rising value of companionship. (The
increase in divorce is probably partly traceable
to this newly dominant value.)

The causes behind the emergence of this value
appear to be diverse. Besides the multiplication
of institutions, already mentioned as creating
a permissive situation, the likely causes include
the "fun morality" described by Martha Wolfenstein;
equalitarianism, in the sense of respect for all
persons; the accent on youth; and the notion
that satisfaction much the same in nature for
all members of the family.

A final feature of the American familial
institution is the alleged superficiality of the
relationships.* This is especially true of the
dating and courtship systems which are peculiar
to American culture. Le Masters has said, "Our
(American) whole courtship experience, up to the
point of engagement, tends to produce essentially

It may be that this is also characteristic
of the total society. If so, one can con-
ceive of linkages between it and the infor-
mality noted parenthetically above.
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superficial or segmental relationships with our
dating partners." (0 The observation (and criticism)
here is that the dating system, as practiced
today, does not provide the majority of individ-
uals with the opportunity to know potential
marital partners as total personalities.

Basic to this alleged superficiality of
family relationships is the type of training many
children receive in the home, through the family,
at school, in church or Sunday school, and from
their friends. The American child is taught that
he or she should get along with others, and that
this is more important than learning a skill or
trade. Perhaps it is for this reason that Farber
makes the following statement:

"The American pattern aims at a smoothly
functioning individual, equipped for
getting ahead with a varied armament of
social skills."7

One topic meriting discussion in this chapter
is the orientation of the American family to the
future. This has been discussed, in a general
way, in both of the preceding chapters. Here it
will be stated in terms of the family rather than
the culture, and a possible counter-trend will be
noted.

It follows from the limited ability of the
family to pass on status directly, and the result-
ant necessity for individuals to achieve their
own status, that the American people are not

6. E.E. Le Masters, Saki= Courtship and. Max=
Titan., New York: The Macmillan Co., 1959,
p. 159.

7. M.L. Farber. "English and Americans: Values
in the Socialization Process." Journal 01,
buulluallm, Oct., 1953, p. 246.
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concerned with their families of the past (i.e.
their families of orientation). Similarly, it
follows that there will be little concern about
the extended kinship relations characteristic of
historic times and lesser-developed countries
because these individuals will be able to provide
little or no "profit" to the individual outside
of superficial and limited psychological security.
Consequently, "The American middle-class family
much prefers the future for all sorts of choices
and decisions. They expect change and prefer any-
thing new to anything old."8 The modern family is
not concerned with tradition, the past, its ances-
tors, or, for that matter, most of the relatives.
Instead, it is concerned with the future and what
it may bring.

The possible "counter-trend" to this familial
orientation toward the future is fairly recent in
origin. Moreover, in contrast to the historical
debate between the orientation being "forward" to
the future, or "backward" to the past, this new
counter-trend is primarily oriented to the present,
with minor futuristic tendencies.

Here we are speaking of the family's emphasis
on the gratification of personality needs rather
than societal ends, with a resulting general
orientation of capriciousness and frivolity in
family institutiona:. practices.9 This seems to be

J. P. Spiegel, "Conflicting formal and infor-
mal roles in newly acculturated families,"
llama= 211121iaa=as Aasaci..atim far.

112 &xi= and Mental 101.04112.9 vol.
2, 1964, p. 309.

9. R.D. Lambert and M. Bressler, "Indian students
and the United States: Cross-cultural images,"Da ice, vol. 295, pp. 62-7j. See also,
Charles Morris, 1956, pp. 33-84; Clyde and
Florence Kluckhohn, 1947. (See also the
discussion by R. Leik on pp. 38-39 of this
chapter.)
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the hedonistic tendency often postulated by psycho-
logical and psychiatric theorists as central to
human behavior (e.g. Freud's id). The central
question is the effect of this trend if it is
real and continues to develop over time.



II.B THE RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS

by Thomas Van Valey

This chapter '111 deal with some of the major
characteristics of the American religious institu-
tion, and will raise questions which may lead to
additional insights into the nature of the institu-
tion. We leave for later studies a systematic
effort to relate the religious institution to the
value system and to the other social institutions.

During the early part of this century when
immigration was at its peak, the United States was
popularly referred to as a "melting pot." This is
true of the period 1945-1965, especially with regard
to religion, in the sense that the culture shows a
tremendous amount of religious diversity. Robin
Williams has reported a large number of separate
religions, denominations, sects, cults, and other
organized groupings, estimated at about 255 in all.1

Such an extent of religious multiplicity is
important in itself, as it contrasts markedly with
the situation in most modern European nations. How-
ever even more significant than this high degree
of diversity is the low degree of both personal and
institutiontl stress associated with it. It can
even be said that mere is widespread religious
tolerance, both official and individual.

Official tolerance in America takes the form
of inter-denominational and inter-religious confer-
ences, meetings, and discussions, all of which
implement the intra-group and inter-group communica-
tion of values, strategies, policies, and doctrines.
In the recent past, a consolidation Or our society's
religious elements has been evidenced by the merging
of a number of denominations into larger more

1. Robin Williams, American Society, 2nd ed.,
1961, p. 342.
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inclusive organizations. Such mergers could also
be argued as indications of a trend toward decreas-
ing religious diversity. However, as these typically
affect only a few separate denominations which have
already been closely related, it would be more
plausible to suggest that they would not have any
significant effect on the total degree of diversity.

On the individual and personal level, tolerance
assumes another form. The American people generally
believe that religion should be an important factor
in eviryonels life. They do not care which religion
an individual foll2''s, as long as he follows one
of the major ones. d There is considerable suspi-
cion regarding some religious sects or cults.

From this general American attitude, as out-
lined above, a newcomer in the United States would
expect a relaxed, tolerant attitude toward diver-
gent religious beliefs. This, however, is only
the ideal of the "American way of tolerance."
Observers and students of religion have pointed
out that there is a considerable amount of "in-
fighting" within and among religious groups. An
instance of such religious intolerance is the
general practice of many Americans not to discuss
religion with strangers at a social gathering...
for fear of causing a heated argument, and an
embarrassing situation.

It has also been documented that the religion
to which one belongs has some effects on other
aspects of his behavior. People not only attend
churches, they tend to apply the attitudes of the
church to all aspects of their lives; they associ-
ate with members of their own belief group, they
support the churchs political favorite--they
come to depend on the church to develop their

2. Boyd and Worchester, 1964, p. 365.
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attitudes for them.3 Consequently, when there is
such a high degree of intercorrelation among
various aspects of behavior, it is probable that
some disparities and ensuing conflicts will occur.
It may even be that these coincidental disparities
and conflicts are the principal causes of whatever
religious intolerance e?cists, rather than official
policy being the cause.4

John Sirjamaki, in his brief outline of the
major elements of the religious institution,
noted a distinct e .phasis upon individualism in
American religion.) The most common explanation
of this fact maintains that individualism is an
outgrowth of early Puritanistic and Calvinistic
doctrines which recognize "...the dignity of the
individual and... his duty to achieye botki
spiritual and material prosperity." b It is also
argued, however, that American religion was, in
the past, more individually oriented than it is
at present. That is, instittqloria-lized religion
today has value primarily in response to a need
for group affiliation and stability, rather than
in terms of intensified personal religious life.?
Thus there may be a general cultural trend, in
which religion is becoming more of a social than
an individual experience.

3. Gerhard Lenski, The Religious Factor. See
also, Robin Will ams, ; and
Leonard Broom and Philip Selznick, Sociology,
Row, Peterson, and Co., 1958.

4. There is evidence that the degree of intoler-
ance and "in-fighting" is relaxing, at least
with regard to candidates for national office.
(eg., the election of a Catholic President
in 1960.) The increasing spread of higher
education might also be expected to accel-
erate the diffusion of more tolerant atti-
tudes toward religion.

5. John Sirjamaki, 1947, pp. 255-256.
6. Boyd and Worohester$ 1964$ p. 365. Commager$

1950, p. 411.
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One final characteristic deserving mention is
the distinctly moral function which religion per-
forms. Americans. believe that some moral justifi-
cation is necessary for their actions, especially
economic. Otherwise, such actions are not "proper"
or "right." This is-especially true incases
where a particular mode of behavior or plan of
action is controversial. In such instances a
religious body tends to lend its legitimized sanc-
tion, but only where some moral purpose (as defined
by that religious organization) is a clearly evident
factor in the desired mode of behavior.

7. Clyde Kluckhohn, "The Evolution of Contem-
porary American Viduee,11 DAadalus, Spring,
1958 pp. 78-109. See also W.H. Seurel, P.T.
Morris, and S.M. Davidsen, "Scandinavian
Students Images of the United States," ihe.
Annitipil vol. 295, pp. 126-135, and Michelle
Simon, "Questionnaire on French Projpct"(Back-
ground Data for the Teaching of French) files.
These last two references should be taken as
possibly biased since both are reports of
extra-culturals' impressions of what they
have observed during their stay in the United
States as students.
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By J.Benjamin Gillingham

Robin Williams, in American Society, offers us
a wide-ranging yet concise end useful summary state-
ment of the salient features of the American econom-
ic system.

1. It is en economy of mess production,
operating under a factory system utilizing F
highly developed technology.

2. Industrial production is characterized
by a minute specialization and division of la-
bor.

3. Industrial processes, tasks, end pro-
ducts are highly standardized.

4. That portentous social invention, the
corporation, is the dominant form of organiza6
tion of business enterprise.

5. Corporate ownership is widely 4.1:Lagaif,
production and control are highly concentrated.
Ownership end management of corporations have
become separated, with far-reaching consequences.

6. There are very important systems of
intercorporate coordination and control.

7. Large-scale units end administrative
coordination lead to quPsi-monopoly,"imper-
feet competition," end price rigidities.

8. Large-scale industrial labor unions
play en increasingly weighty role.

9. Because of specialization of produc-
tion, a highly developed monetary end credit
system, end other factors, the various seg-
mentn of the economy are closely interdepen-
dent, end changes in any one major portion of
the system have immediate end complex reper-
cussions elsewhere.

10. Central governments, both federal and
state, intervene in economic activity on a
wide scale through direct regulation end fa-
cilitation end through the indirect conse-
quences of their other operations.

11. "Property rights" are in a state of
rapid change, end the facts are radically'
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different from those envisaged in popular ideol-

ogies and in certain important legal fictions.

12. The entire economy is subject to inces-

sant development and innovation, through factors
ranging from the impact of revolutionary inven-
tions to the influence of international politics
and war.

13. Governmental expenditures constitute en
important sector of the economy.

14. There is widespread end increasing de-
velopment of "social security," e.g., over fif-

ty million workers are potentially eligible for
unemployment compensation, over ninety millions
have claims to federP1 old -age insurance.)

Any condensed summery, such as this one by Pro-

fessor Williams, inevitably involves rather heroic
simplifications of the diversities and complexities

of P phenomenon as large and manifold PS the Ameri-

can economy. The hazard of oversimplificetion
should be kept in mind. The following comments are
offered by way of qualification or expansion of some
of Professor Williams's statements.

II.C.1 Structure

While it is true thet large -scale corporations
end concentrated economic power characterize the eco-
nomic structure, it is also true that the U.S. econ-
omy is characterized by a very large number of
small, independently end privately owned economic

enterprises. In fact, about 95 per cent of all pri-

vate business enterprises employ fewer then 20 em-
ployees. For the year 1964, among the 3,350,000
firms reporting under the Social Security Act (this
excludes farm workers, self-employed persons, public
employees, and railroad employees who are covered
by a separate system), 90 per cent employed fewer
than twenty employees and 78 per cent employed fewer
than eight employees, while only six-tenths of one
per cent employed more than 250 employees. However,

it is estimated that one per cent of all firms
(the largest firms) employ approximately one-half
of all the non - agricultural employees in private

5. Williams, 1960, pp. 163-164. To item 14 should
be added "Medicare ", the swecTAng provisions of
hospital and addicts]. care for persons over 65 un-
der a nationwide federally administered program.
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employment. Hence we observe in the U.S. case an
economy characterized by both r small number of very
large enterprises and a very large number of small
and moderate -sized enterprises. Moreover, contrary
to oft-heard expressions, there is no evidence that
small enterprise is rapidly being swallowed up by
"big business". To the contrary, except in agricul-
ture, the number of small firms and self-employed
persons continues to grow as the economy and the
population grow.

The industrial composition and the chenges in
this composition over the pest two decades are in-
dicated in the following simple table:

r of Farm W rkers a d of on -a riculturP1
d a e ** W r er in t ousands

1910
Total 41,921
Farm Employment* 12,497
Non-Farm Employment 29,424
Manufacturing 9,562
Mining 1,009
Contract Construction 1,372
Trensp.and Pub.Utilities 3,685
Wholesale and Retail Trade 5,797
Finance, Ins.,and Real Estate 1,457
Service and Misc. 3,376
Government - Federal 526
Government - State and Local 2,622

1947
54,263
10,382
43,881
15,545

955
1,982
4,166
8,955
1,754
5,050
1,892
3,582

1966
69,122
5,259

63,863

19'62$

4,281,136
13,219
3085
9,581
2,566
8,283

* Includes family workers as well as hired workers.
** Source: 'Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor

Statistlics

The mast noteworthy aspects revealed by these
figures are: (a) the large absolute decline in agri-
cultural employment despite rapid growth in total
population, total labor force and total farm produc-
tion; (b) the relatively rapid growth of the Services
and Government, particularly State end Local Govern-
ment since 1947; and (c) the overall shift from the
commodity end goods producing sectors to the trade,
services, transportation and government sectors, so
that since 1955 or thereabouts, more than half the
total labor force is employed in the so-celled tertiary
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industries, i.e., those not producing commodities or
physical goods.

Coinciding with the above trends have been re-
lated changes in the occupational composition of the
U.S. labor force. The following table shows those
changes long with the recent projections for the
next decade:

OCCUPATIONAL COMPOSITION OF THE U.S. LABOR FORCE,
1910, 1940, 1962, and Projection for 1975 (from

141o4s. AirrnItic7zirfill-vtaecF.-
Lloyd Leynglds. Laoor qUa20111- L 1)or -

)4.*

Occupational Group

Total employed
Professional, technical,
and kindred workers

Farmers end farm mgrs.

1910 1940

100.0 100.0

4.6 7.9
17.3 11.4

Managers, officials, and
proprietors except farm

Clerical and 'kindred
workers

Sales workers
Craftsmen, foremen, end

7.2

5.5
5.0

kindred workers 11.7
Operatives and kindred
workers 14.1
Service workers 9.6
Farm laborers and foremen 13.4
Laborers, except farm end
mine 11.6

1962
Pri nted

100.0 100 0

11.8 14.2
3,9 *

8.1 10.9 10.7

9.7 14.9 16.2
6.8 6.4 6.7

11.5 12.8 12.8

18.9 17.8 16.3
11.8 12.9 14.3
6.9 3.4 *

7.0 5.3 4.5
* Farmers, farm managers, and farm laborers are

combined in the 1975 projections. It is estimated
that they will together form 4.5 per cent of the
labor force at that time.

**Qadied by permission of Prentice-arll, Lnglewood
Cliffs, New jersey.

II.C.2 The,competitive MArkq Ideal,

While it is true that the concentration of eco-
nomic power in the very large corporate enterprises
may and often does impair in some degree the operation
of the competitive market forces on which the ration-
ale for a free, private enterprise system rests, two
relevant facts should be kept in mind. The first is
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that the U.S. has been almost unique among the ad-
vnnced industrial nations in pursuing en explicit
public policy which defines monopoly es illegal and
provides both criminal and civil penalties for P
broad range of activities having the effect of re-
straining trade and reducing competition. The open
cartel arrangements for dividing markets and regula-
ting prices which are commonplace in the economies
of many industrial nations are illegal in the United
States. Secondly, the "horizontal" expansion of
many large firms over a variety of diversified in-
dustries and their readiness to invade any promising
markets, along with the rapid pace of technological
innovation end the development of new products, have
resulted in an intensified competition among large
firms in the area of product improvement, new pro-
duct development, etc., so that it has become more
difficult for even e very large corporation to estab-
lish and exploit for any considerable period of time
a significant monopoly position. Hence, in an impor-
tant degree, in the large scale sectors of the econo-
my, the decay of the classical perfect market type
of p1.Lce competition has been replaced in some de-
gree by competition in product changes and new
products and services.

II.C.3 The Role of Government

With rising incomes end ganeral education levels,

there has been a rapid upward shift in the demand by
American citizens for increased quality and quantity
of public services, particularly in the areas ofedu-
cation, transportation and general social welfare.

As a result, government, particularly state and lo-
cal government, has grown rapidly as a producer of
goods end services, and also as an agency through
which the production of such goods is contracted out
to private enterprises. In 1966, Federal Government
purchases of goods and services were approximately
07 billion* and the state and local government pur-
chases were about the same. This is roughly one-
fifth of the total Gross National Product of the U.S.
economy in that period. Although a very substan-
tial portion of the Federal expenditures currently
are for national defense, the long-term trend would

appear to be toward rising expenditures in the total

* This figure does not include transfer payments,
e.g.,Social Security payments, grants to state and

local governments,ot
-
interest on the public debt.
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public sector even though with good fortune we may
be able to scale down substantially our military ex-
penditures in the near future. In brief, the various
governmental agencies are exceedingly large end im-
portant producers as well PS "purchasing agents" for
the private sector in behalf of various public activi-
ties.

The other crucial economic role of government,
especially Federal government, is as the regulator
of the economy. It is now generally accepted in the
United States that our agreed -upon goals and pur-
poses for the economy, e.g., full employment, reason-
able price stability, an appropriate rate of economic
growth, P progressive and efficient economy, relative
freedom in private economic choices -- can be achieved
only by a sophisticated and continuous adjustment of
certain governmental functions, particularly those
relating to monetary policy and broad fiscal policy,
i.e., the total amount end type of taxes collected
and the amount and types of public expenditures. It
should be kept in mind that the basic strategy of such
controls is to establish an environment in which the
private households and business firms will be en-
couraged to take those actions which will move us
toward the desired ends, i.e., full employment,
avoiding serious inflation, etc. In brief, these
are indirect controls by design and philosophy.

There are of course a myriad of more direct con-
trols, e.g., pure food and drug laws, industrial
pollution controls, etc., which are inevitable in
an ever more complex end interrelated social system.

II4g2±111211LJILemilglza

One salient fact of the U.S. economy is that
by a very large margin it is the most productive econ-
omy in the aggregate and on e per capita basis in
the contemporary world end in the history of the world.
And there is sound reason to expect that this margin
will remain substantial for the remainder of this
century. A second salient fact is somewhat paradoxi-
cal. The preponderant mess of the American people,
say about 75 per cent, share reasonably well in the
distribution of our huge output. But the top 5 per
cent enjoy a huge disproportionate share, primarily
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PS a result of the pattern of ownership of property
and corporrte assets. About two-thirds of total divi-
dend payments and about half of ell property income
go to this top 5 per cent of income receivers (who
also receive about 10 per cent of the total wage and
salary income). And on the other hand, the bottom
15 or 20 per cent of our families receive incomes
which are by consensus defined as too low to meet the
minimum requirements of American standards. The
poverty level is currently defined as that for a
family with an income of less than 0,000 per year
in 196 5 prices. Over the past twenty years, the
percentage of all families which fall into this pover-
ty category has declined from 30 per cent to about
16.5 per cent, but this still means some 8 million
families who are sharing little or not at ell in our
remarkable effluence. One of the major new programs
of social policy launched in this decade for the first
time in our history is the so-called War on Poverty
which is directed through a broad spectrum of speci-
fic programs toward achieving a more equitable shar-
ing of our output by these left-out citizens. The
main attack being developed is two-fold: the first
is a many-sided program to assist end encourage the
able-bodied members of this population to acquire
the education, training and competence which will
enable them to be more productive members of the
labor force end hence able to help themselves; the
second is to devise new policies and programs for
transferring income to those members of the poverty
class who are clearly incapable of providing for
themselves -- the aged, the very young, the disabled,
the defective, in short, the proverbial lame, halt,
and blind, who constitute more than one -half of the
totrl poverty population.

II .c45...2124119mJukLJEmimatclaikkellarla

The trade union movement in the U.S. is and has
been historically characterized by en absence of
class consciousness. The American worker has not
accepted or subscribed to the notion that he could
improve his individual position only by somehow im-
proving the status and power of the entire wage-
earning class PS such. Rather, he has been job-
conscious and has manifested a propensity for organi-
zetion based on the more limited basis of common job
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interest Prising from common skills or employment
by a particular company or in a particular industry.

His interests have been focussed primarily on
developing job control through negotiating collective
bargaining agreements with his employer incorporating
the terms end conditions of employment, including
work rules governing such matters as hours of work,
seniority rights, exercise of disciplinary powers by
the employer, end methods of adjudicating grievances.

Through this process of development of a private,
joint system of industrial self-government by employers
end unions, the American labor movement developed into
en essentially conservative institution in long-run
terms, seeking to improve the status, security and
dignity of employees ViS-P-ViS the employer, but
seeking these improvements within the basic institu-
tional arrangement of a private enterprise system
based on the private ownership of the means of pro-
duction, with government leaving to the private par-
ties wide latitude for self-determination in devising
the rules of the work place. American unionism is
explicitly anti- socialist in its major political
orientation. And it has rejected the concept of an
independent labor political party.

The consensus among the best informed political
economists is that the gross economic effects often
imputed to unions end collective bargaining -- e.g.,
wage-push inflation, distortion of wage structures,
economic inefficiencies, changes in income distribu-
tion -- are much smaller in magnitude than generally
assumed, end that the most significant effect has
been the development of the system of collective
bargaining as a distinctive institution end process
for governing the complex and fundamentally importFnt
relationships between employers and employees in P
free society. The right of workers to organize freely
into unions of their own choice is protected PS a
matter of law, and employers are required by law to
recognize and bargain in good faith with bona tide
unions representing their employees. Aprroximately
one-third of all non-agricultural employees are mem-
bers of unions, most of these being in manufacturing,
construction, transportation, and the skilled crafts.
Very recently there has been en upsurge of collective
bargaining among some professional workers, particular-
ly teachers and nurses, pro

1-
among public employees,
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but in general white-collar workers have largely
refrained from becoming union members. Total union
membership has remained relatively stable over the past
decade and currently constitutes a somewhat smaller
percentage of total non-agricultural employment then
in 1945,



I; .D THE AMERICAN POLITICAL. SYSTEM
by:Alex Gottfried

The political systom of the United States is
a coAplo::, dynaLaic phonomenon. Of coursc this
can be said about my political syston but it is
7)articularly true of the United Ttates for at
least tho followinc; reasons: 1) its population
lo, diverse, dynamic, dulti-ethnic, multi-
racial, poripatetic, rapidly "younz;ine an0
rapidly asins; 2) its lon constitutional
history: it 'las the oldost written constitution
presontly in forco; 3) its co plicated structure:
ideas, laws, proGrams and policios must firct run
the Gauntlet to discover uhether they are consti-
tutional, boforo it can be as':od lihether they
be wisp, just, prudent or feasible; 1!.) its
chaotic wystom of tens of thousands of .,-,ovorn-
montal units; 5) its docontralized, undisci-
plined, locally based pa rty syste:1; 6) its
unique institution of judicial review which per-
its the courts to nullify acts of all the
political (ol,:ctod) branches and units of Govern-
mint; 7) its equally unique, powerful (and Grow-
ing -.lore powerful) pervasive: presidelley; 0) its
vastly productive economic system. with rapid
concentration of control into fewer and fewer
hands ald its spoody movament towards collabor-
ation with powerful military ()Metals 'point-
ing to the development of what President lasen-
hower doscribed as the industrial-military
complex; 9) its electorate or "public opinion":

citizenry which is simultaneously litorato,
articulate, marcurial and irresponsible, movin3
(many critics say) in the direction of mass
society to "oscape fro;i1 freedom."

This comploxity iuposoiblo any brief,
treatment of Zatierican ?olitical society and/or
institutions which would not be overly amoral-
izod to the point of inaccuracy and probably
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banality. To do justice to the nine charac-
teristics listed above would require a long
manuscript. It would be a disservice to pos-
pectivo teacliors of Pronch to offor then "ins-
tant" definitions, descriptions or analyses of
"limiteit Government," choc':s an(.1 balances,"
"federalism," "denocracy," "rel)ublic,"
"constitutionalism," "separation of powers, U

"judicial supremacy," "judicial review," etc.'
Rule-of-thumb definitions may be found, if
wanted, in such publications as Joseph Dunner,
ed., Diction arx of Political. Science, 7ailosophi-
cal LIE765, :a= Yor1177177; 7177TM and
GreonborG, The Aucrican Political Dictionary,

H olt, ..ri3hart anIT77=, 1932, ff.,
( a new edition is eNpect.6 in 1967). Julius
Goulc' and 'filliara L. eds., The Dictionar
of the Social Sciences, Lie 2ree Prose,
andEU TaradEENWNEWr many-volume repository,
tao 7,naycloi?edia of the Social Sciences (a now
enlar:.cd edition is TiliagUrErto appear in 1967
as the International :1-1cIrclopedia of the ;.iocial
Sciences

To avoid the groat danGor of ovor-stupli-
fication which is inevitable in the sunuary
treatlaent of the ta:Iic under discussion, I
prefer to malce a select biblioc,raithy. .2he

jueicious use of it will permit lan;uage teach-
ors to read sophisticated, complete treatments
of subtle phenomena, In this realm of discourse,
more than in many others, 'la little 1:nowled:p
is a daix;oreus thing" since too many of us are
already prisoners of a Great deal of convontion-
al cliche, cant and myth. Other thins being
equal, brief woe:s rather than larger ones
are recommended and paperbacl:s if possible.
:3s?ecially valuable itaas will be precodeC by
asterie:s.
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II. 14 1. General

2or an over-view of the entire political
system, many excellent college textbooks are
available. Here are a few of the lost widely
used:

Burns, James if. and Jac': Peltason. Govern-
ment la the 'clople. Prentice-Hall, 1965-----
1available in DaperbaC:). -- Perhaps the most
popular of all :Imerican government college texts.
The writing is vivid and quite un-textbooLish.
71aborate illustrations, cartoons, art-wort, etc.

*Carr, a.::., H.H. Bernstein and 'J.V.
.merican Democracy in ',Oheory and Practice, 4th
ed. Y.Y H oft, 2inehart and lanston, 1963
(available in paperbacic). -- This is osnecially
useful in its chapters on the Constitution and
its comprdhensive treatment of civil liberties.

3:3benstein, C. Herman Pritchett, lienry
H. Turner and Dean 1,ann. American Democracy in

Porsnective. Harper and ;low, 1967 (avail-
able in paporbacl.:). -- new text.

Herbert J. covers ment by ConsUtution:
The Political pry-stems of Democracy. Ilandom
nouso, lgg(available in paperbac::). --
imaginative anus relatively brief coldparative
treatment of eight western political sys',eLas.
United 6tates institutions are interestinsly
juxta)osed against such systems as tho;;:e of
Stetted, Prance, Tfingland, 'Jest Gcrmaly, etc.
Its summary chapter (11) on the United. :states
is especially useful--a tour de force in only 17
pa:es. Consideration is given to maw; central
factors in addition to those usually identified
an institutions. These include major issues,
policies an proble-ls; political styles, repre-
sentation, clevage and consensus, etc.
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D. 2. Democracy.

-:-Dahl, Robert A Preface to Democratic TheorV.
University of Chicago .2ross, 1156-lavailablo in
paperbacic). -- Very highly re,I;arded by political
scientists. Thouji brief, it offers a rigorous
and a lo3ical presentation of several Ccaocratic
perspectives and develops models for each of them.

. :!ho Governs 7 Dauocracy in an _merle=
City. Yale University Oross, 1961 (available in
paperback). -- A much acclaimed sophisticated
study of urban problems based u?on vast quanti-
ties of emniric data. It atteLots to answer
the question poso in the title. Its answer
is significantly different from that given by

and Hunter (below).

Hunter, Floyd. Community ?ewer 6tructure.
Doubleday, 1953 (available in paperback).
An important pionecrin3 work in urban power
studios. Hunter reports different locii of
Power in Atlanta than Dahl found in iTew Haven.

*-41ariel, Henry S. The .2romise of .2olitics.
Prentice-Nall, 1966 available in paporbac10.

Trenchant, incisive, p:)ovocative treatAent
of contemporary political life. It is written
vith verve and imagination.

Lipman, ':alter. The Public Ilhilosoniv. iicntor,

1955 (available ih pnperOack . Incisive analy-
sis of the major political institutions by the
dean of nr.rican pundet-journalists. He makes a
'lea for government by an elite which has master-
er "the public philosophy." Brief!

diayo, Henry D. Introduction to Democratic
Theory. Oxford, 1960 (available in p7,7E)71,---Y)ack.?.4--
n excellent general study of domociatic prac-
tices, values and acco4plishments.
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C. fri3ht, -;lite. Oxford, 1956
(available in paporboD77. -- One of the ,:eminal
bool.:s of reccat years. many elites are described.
2he author holds that it is "the power elite,"
not the people," who 3overn.

Presthusoll.:xn :A the Te):
2ouer

study in Communit
. Oxford, 197(available in paper ack . --

Co7abines the an...moaches of Dahl, Hills and Hunter
in a most interesting comparative study.

Tysaman, Joseph. Obli ration and the Lody Politic.
Oxford, 1962 (available in paperback). --
original, brief and thoughtful analysis of
democratic citizenship and its responsibilities.

The Constitution

&olduin, Robert A. ed. A iTation of States.
Aand ilciTally, 1961 (available in pape71707.--
A useful collection of essays about federalism
leaning somewhat towards the "conservative°
(state ric.71.t) side. The essay by Grodzins is
the -ostAialut:ble; his concept of "marble-calze

craMent" is insihtful.

Holcodx, Arthur IT. Our ilore Perfect Union.
- Harvard University I950. -- A COMpre-

hensive account and defense of the great contri-
butions of the authors of the Constitution.

*Pritchett, C. Norman. The !nerican Constitu-
tional. As-tell. iicGraw-Hill, 1962 (available in
paperbac1:1.-- Vey concise, clear, lucid.

Aossiter, Clinton L. 3codtimo of the ReDublic.
Harcourt, trace aoriT1705.3. -- A trenchant
analysis of the polAtical thinting ane the in-
tellectual ferment which provided the context
for the Cnnstitution.
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Westin, Alan P. .LnataA. of a Constitutional
Lair Case. ',Torten, 19 (available in paper -
back ), Intriguing cownlete story of ;?resi-
dont Truman's seizure of the stool mills during
the Korean 'Iar.

I. D. 4. ?olitics Parties Interest 1-rouns,
Pairre, nion

Binkley, Wilfred E. American political ParUes.
: ;nopf, 1943. -- UsefulliiiTORcal backgroundMr
contouporary politics.

Bullitt, Stinson. To Be A Politician. Double.;
day (panerback edition), 1159. -- nighly praised,
brief account of caupaisning frau the point of
view of a eefeated candidate.

Burdick, Eugene and irthur 3. Brodboer. ftmerican
Voting Behavior. Tree Press, 1959. -- s fail
COITWEtiorrarTssays dealing with empiric re-
srJarch in voting.

*Burns, James ii. The Deadlocic of Democracy.
Prentice-Hall, 116ntatingife71 paperback).
An intriguins study, both historical and analytic.
He finds that the :norican party systeu contains
four, not two major parties.

:Greenstein, Fred L. The American
and the American ?eople. Prentice-Hall, 19t-5-3
(available in paperback). -- One of the best
short treatments.

Key, V.O.,Jr. Public Opinion and American Jam-
ocracy. 7,:no?f,7.767.7 -- The derinTENC7Worapre-
hensivo wort: in this field.
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Southern Politics in-' State and ilation.
Nnopf, 19497inilable in papor0;077 -- Ency-
clopedic study of sectional politics. It has
frtquently been descri:Jed as "brilliant."

Lane Robert 32. and David O. Sears. Public
Opinion, ?rentice-flall, 1964 (availaUrrE
paperbact). Short, but clear presentation of
a difficult subject.

Eoss Ealcolm. The Renublicps. IlLandom House,
1956 (available in paperback). -- The best
history of the GOP by a political scientist who
was an i. ipor t ant 71,1 sonhower s t aff -nember fr

O'Connor, Tldwin. The Last Hurrah. Little
Drown, 1956. -- Hovel descrIETTEBoston politics
and a thinly-disguised : Boss Curley. Also
available in paperback.

Ressiter, Clinton L. rartios and Politics in
America. Cornell University Press, 1960 (avail-
able in paperback). Uritten with Grace and
style. Iphasizcs historical materials.

*Schattschneider,
Government University
--Drief but challenging
disciplined parties,

Tho StriIrs11ei for Party
of Haryland Press, 1948.
plea for stronger, more

*Truman, David, The Governmental Process,
Nnopf, 1951. -- One of the most highly retarded
works by an P.nerican ;?olitical scientist,
Thorough, comprehensive, theoretical analysc s
of the Group basis of American polities.

'Jarren, aobert Penn.
6_l

ama L1212, Gros-
set and Dunlap, 194. _ape available in pa per-
back. The best novel about American state poli-
ties. The state is Tiouisana and its central fiG-

ure, Stark bears a striking resemblance
to Huey Long.
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*Zeigler, Harmon, Interest Groups in American
Society, ?rontice-Ii3n7=.904-Tavailable in
paperbacl:), -- The best short treataent of a
subject which is often mistreated,

'I'D'S. Conr:ress

*Bailey, Stephen N. The iiotr Con-ress, 6t, liar -
tins, 1966 (available in paperbacl: Zeus
concise, useful.

, Congress Nakes a Law, Croluabia Uni-
Vepsity Press, 1.950 TarialibrrIn paperback).
An interesting account of the enactment of the
:aployment Act of 1946,

Berman, Daniel J. A Bill Deco a Law, liac-
millan, 1962. -- A similar treatment of the Civil
Rights .pct of 1960.

*Gross, Bertram, The Legislative f.212rualle:
A Study in 3ocial Toabat, niIi 19)3,--
Onc of the most sic= and taagina'cive por-
trayals of Congress.

Lowi, Theodore J. Le islative 7olitics U_S.L.
Little, Drown, 1965' available in al,baciri
4i A thoughtfully selected croup of articles,

II.B.6, The Presidenc and the 11Necutive

Roenig, Louis W, Congress and the President.
Scott Forexdan, A concise study by one of the
leading students of the presidency.

Heustadt, iIidhard ?residential ?ewer: The
:,politics of Leadershil), '.111ey, 1960 -- A cele-
17177ald path-finding work. Its focus is on
the problems of bind president and sights inst-
tutional and Oescriptive materials, Also avail-
able in paperback.
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.;:ilossitor, Clinton. The American Limaia9=,
mentor, 1960 (available in paperbaY4==YEe
best brief, General treatment--balance, comro-
hensive and =tremely well-written.

*Iloilo Peter. American Dureaucracy. iTorton, 1963
(available in pcperback). -- Useful, brief des-
cription of the problems of public administration.

II. D. 7. The Judiciary

.!::Abraham, Henry J. The Judicial Process. Ox-
ford, 1962 (availabfrin paparbacM=f1 well-
balanced, clear, useful short treatment,

Beth, Loren P. Politics, Tho Constitution and
the Supreme Court. Harper, 1962. -- A
sound treatngHTWf the politics of judicial re-
view.

Blacic, Charles L., Jr. The ;People an0 Cae
Courts. liac-Aillan, 1960Tivailablo in paper-EOM -- A well-written, clear defenso of
judicial review, especially the contribution
of the courts in the defense of civil liber-
ties.

1:Urphy,:ialter. Wirotarming, A Case study in
the Judicial ?recess. andola House, 1965,
TWailablo in paperback). -- Awell-written
concise, description of the way in ithich con-

problaias are resolved by the judiciary.

II. D.. 8. Civil Liberties

Baldwin, James. Go Tell. It On the Mountain.
Knopf, 1952, 6isnot-Ti)aperback ediITEV1963.

Three of the best novels by Zmerican ilegroes
about Zaacrican 1Ter.yo life.
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Becker, Carl. Preodoil -IcsDonsibility in
jgho Anericrn, DS jai e,. Lhopf, 1945%
elocuont statemant of the. compatibility between
froodom and order in a political system.

Brown, Ralph Jr. Lo alt and 'Yale
University Press, 1 ) availablenYaporback).
--Complete and thorough-coin; treatment of the
loyalty-security problem.

Jllison, Ralph. Invisible Ilan. Random. House,
1947; Siz;not (paliMiclt edition) 1960.

Griffin, John Howard. Black Lice lie. Signet,
(paperback edition) 196U77-7 rTIliaT6, Texas
writer adopts dark PiLnontation and discovers
that it meansto be a 'Team in the United States.

Grimes, Alan P. Ecualitm in America. Oxford,
196L!. (available in papoiliack). -- An able short
account of those problems of contemporary prob-
lems of equality: race, relision and the urban
majority.

*Iimiklejohn, Aloxandor. Political 7receon.
Harper, 1960 (available iiiiTapoT,U021; --
One of the most able dofensos of the value of
froodo:1 of speech to society.

Reddin::, Saunders. On DcinR 1Ter.ro in America.
Bobbs-Lerrill, 1951; Bantam (paperbacIr 7337117)
196L!.. ;, moving, olovuont porsonal statement
by a sensitive, insightful intolloctual.

*Rose, Arnold. The "Afro in America. Harper,
1948. A masterful con ensaTr6777 Lyrdahlis
classic analysis.
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SilbcA.bman, Charles Crisis in L and White.
VintkA, 1965 (available in paperback). --
Imasinativo and readable account which. nulls
no punches and avoids preaching scntimentaliby.

Fra-ok 11. Liberty in the Balance, ii,cGrau-

Hill, 1964 (available in pa571302777-
adlairable, brief effort to summarize the major
contouporary civil liberties problems.

Wright, achard. Dative on. harper, 1940;
Sisnet (paperbech MITUnri961.

II.C. 9. Selectee Content Issues ,

Bell, Daniel, ed. .ehe -:Ladical Right. Doubleday,
196L!. (available in paperbEEET: -- A useful
antholo3y, although somellhat uneven. :.estenis
article is e:aonc the most interesting.

2romm, rich, 73scape From Preedal. andhart,
1964.

Nan fol.' Himself. Rinehart, 1947. --
All three are protoa=pieces of social
cAticism based upon psychological insights.

The Sane losick. Rinehart, 1955.

Galbraith, 71:enneth J. The Affluent Society.
It ou hton Hifflin, l9537Evilablo in paperback).

Harrinr.ton, Lidhael, The Other :Imerica. Ponsuin,
196L1. (available in paperbSEET: -- The celebrated,

brilliant boo'' which officially rediscovered
poverty.

*Korman, George 17. *merican Diplomacy, 1900-
1950. University of Chica3o Press, 1951
(available-in paperback).
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Lercho, Charles 0. America in liorld Affairs,
licGraw-Hill, 1963.

ilyrdahl, Gunnar. Beyond the Welfare.3tate,
Yale University, Yale UniverirE77iTss7-7161
(available in paperback).

Rodford, lmmett 3. American Government and the
3conamT, Lac:Allan, 1935 (av fable in paperback)
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froo, coulsory, non-
soctarian schools; mass oduantion; a sin3le-
tr..cl: rathor than a Cual school systeka in which
all pupils roccivo similar trainin;,; ).ocal ad-
iinistration of seaools; a 1ar3e varioty of
wblic privrto so'lools vr.ried curricula,
atte.aptino to coot tho problms of a coliplw:
civilization,1

This paper is concernoj wit'.1 formal educa-
tion, or ochoolin:;, rathor than wit% oducu'cion
i an inforkaal or dif:usr sense. Sinco social-
ization, acculturation, beliofs, values, me the
diffusion of the culture: have alreaCy boon re-
latod to cultural md sociotal features, they
will not bc discussod here, Iducation will
mean the sc*lool systo.ls fro.1 ololaentary school
to Graduato school, 7mb1ic and privato,

Amoricans attributo a :;roat doal of sic-
nificance to educaton, la all ..,oallas of bohav-
ior, ocicAly, the ..xaount of nducation that an
individual obtains detorminns in lrIrt his social
prestise or the occu?;:tional po:Ation that he
will lator hold, .phis is beceu3n education is
caura, ray viowed as tho officiont
escalator" in opor:tion, In short, oducation
is socially sicnificant bocauso it provides a
,,scans to tho culturally r.pproveC em's of success,
achiovawnt, prestige, mobilit7, and the

Since tho eiGhteenth century, Boric lies
have rnco;,nizod the Political si:pificanco of
oducation, '.:idosprocu oducation is L;onorally

17-11ITFIEr;1 (;:1,7, p. 256.
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ASSUMGC1 to bo politically iiportant on the Lreund
that a douocr-tic syste-a 'requires an oducr.toe
citizonry so that individuals ',lay partici)ato
in the Cecisions of public policy... "c and also
bocauso it brin3s strongth and socurity to no
national societT..

In the last few decades, it has collo to bo
folt that education has a new importance in
concoction with social, technological, and vo-
cational chary,c. 'Zhe American :,overnuent, mad
:merican industry aro pouring billions of dollars
into education and related research and dovel-
opment an a wood invonaont for later years.
This 6ovolopment is so aew that its results
cannct bo foreso,m.

As a resrlt of so perceiving tho valuo of
education, it is natural that Americans hove
developed Groct faith in education both for tho
individual and for society. This faith in
oducation, hownver, is not univorsal throuL,hout
.morican societ7. Substantial =Labors of per-
sons fool that eduction should be only a moans
to an end: that it should be practically-orient-
0, so as to equip xa in6iviCual for a vocation
rather than attelApting to traia "tho whole man"
for his placo in tAo worlC. It is frol this
view that much of the anti-intolloctualiaLl
dorivos. Thor° is rosoach evidoner that
class influences educational attitudes. The
lower classes tend to be vocationally orion'L;od
with rogard to ek7ucat,.on, while the up )or class-
es are 110r0 intelloctually orientod. -Porfor-
manco in ndhool, mreover, risos with the socio-
economic loyal e::copt at the to.) where
the porfor:anco varies invorsely.

Yo"--nYTTIFT67196o, p. 291.
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71ducation in .locrica is mass eCucation in
thzt vithin proscribed age limitJ, is
su:7encd to receive at least a certain can ion,
basic training. At the sale time, a great deal
of the incr:;asing oducatioual rosoarea during
the pr-A ewcadc has conceutrate0 upon individual
differences anc tin(' needs of exceptional children
and of the underprivilc:pd. Alrin:, the 19601s,
a major eovelop.Jent has boon tae effort to in-
tensify the human develo-,wont of children whose
surroundin: subculture inhibits their fulfillment,
as judged by the common vnlucs of the culture

This movement ha!,: .acen assisted b;
Title I. of its Momentary ane Secondary 3duca-
tion

Related to the uniw;rsalizin:, of school
experience is the belief tha% the oeacational
instituticw.s are the basic medium by -rhich
'iuloricanizationil is carried out.3 This belief
has usually referred to the ;,rent numbers of
immigrants of diverse origins with which America
uas flooded in patt decades. ,:owevers it still
applies to sole extent for every child entsring
scilools for the sc*Ioel no..; fulfills a social-
izinz function which -Tar: once the function Of
tho faAily. ThroujA this socializatIonthe

school system .3::_acricanizesa its
c:dletren; it sr;e1:s to stroort coLuaon patterns
of behavior.

Two aspects cf .1'aerican eCtucation may be
deOuced fro a nuleacr of stuOies of forol:;n
students in 1.merical4--studies des'igned to

5. balm:Ts-6r, ,-7179):

4. 3oo Jcot, "fie Suodsh itudents Ink,e
of the Unit'A itates," he L.nnalps295, pp.
136-145; W.R.B. LlinL;or, dmi.c.1 Values Across
Cultures, Personnel ant: Ouieance Journal,
Oct. 19:); J. . S5161;"617-11-67 TU577n.)
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ascort.'.in the values and attitudes of various
typos of foreign stueents toward a nulabor of
Alaeri can behaviors, values and social institu-tions. 11.th rospect to eOucation, thoy ofton
ropliod that they wore strue: with the informal-ity, froedo:;i, and sociability of Amorican stu-
dents and of the American system in general.
They usre often critical of theso featuros, judG-
ing that they wore carried too and limitod
the ruality of American oducation. :mother
charactoristic ofton notod is the amount of
col.! petition in American schools--amon3 classes,
clubs, anJ individuals; for crafts, member-
ships, money; and especially in ,_sorts. This
str7.ss on cafapotition, the foroi: students
felt; was also detriuental to the quality of
education; a drain on the personal resourcos
needod for acadeuic endeavors.

Robin providos an excellent list
of character:tics of American educational
institutions uhich colaplouent and'oxpand Sir- e
jamalciis outline cited earlier in this chapter.?
These characteristic:; are mmarized bolow.

1. A sonnrally uniform education is available
to all social and °collocate classes; but unifor-
ity rests on ac;rooment within tho educational
institution, not on 'national standardization.

2. Control of the ochi.cational systom, has in the
past been totally vostod in viunicipal officials,
either elected or hired locall.,f, and in school
boards that arc elected locally. Currently local
and state ,7,ovornuents control the system., with
sato biKAnnin3s of national control discernible.

F.-TiontinuoTran) ;3er also entire volume 295,
Tho Annals.

5. 19A, Dp. 299 -295.
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3. In Gencral, systet:o aro bureaucratic,
and boco:dinz incmasin:;ly sc.

4. 3tudonts ?ass threat 'ha a continuous series
of stakes fro.1 nursery school car lAndorgarten
to tho university, the states unbrolzon
by spotial solectivo mzaminations at any ste?
ufltil entrance 1.nto the university, ra(uato
and profocsional schools. .this is in marl:ed
contrast to Airopeaq systeds

Bla,aentary oducation is seldom Cifftreatiat-
od in torlas of Uhener ?upils trill be continuing
at the socondary and higher levels or not.

6. aere is an duni?resent systcm,
'rhich typeall assi:jis iTant.tativo scoros
for standardized com.optitivo achieveAont.

7. Teadher-studont rolatious aro hiGhly con-
vontionalizod but are on the trholo uore "inform-
al" and equalit:!riao than in 33uropean systems.

DnoHlfhould adC that star dards and recuire-
:aents differ widely fra.1 one recion or even from
one school disiaoict to another, do spite fforts
of Irivato aGoncios and of the -;ovrIrallicant to
obtain a nntionwido "levelin6 u?" to satisfac-
tory minim.

educztion shows a similarly uide
range of variation in quality. Insofar as the
unevenness rriscs frou difforin.? student capac-
ity, it is of counso the inevitable conse.luence
of the intent to onable each .onrson to reach

unifluo potoxtial. 'or the prosent, tho un-
evenness is beinr; accentuated by VID offort to
aceoiaodate, ine:-easins numbcrs of studonts in
tiro year or four year colloa es. iinco shortly
after nid-century, novo than half of the secon-
dary schaol Gradu.ltof; aavc gone oa to some foru
of further schoolin3.
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It re.lains a largely unsolved problem, to
coabine tiro intensive pursuit of e;:cellence
succ:;ssfull.: with tho spreadirk:; of neucational
oDortuaity thronshout .leriod of adoloncence.
Yet oven at present, the differentiation of
iastitutions, and of proLrams within univ:2-1,3i-
ties, in achieving an unprecedented develo.y4ont
of a certaill "second level of talent,' highly
1.11:2ortalit for society as well as for the indiv-
idual. (In earlier societies this lal-;;e Group
han proved to lx) not onl.y less effectual than
it could have .cen, but Llorc or loss disaffected
and antason:i.stic.) At the sm.° tiAe, the num-
erous minority of the :.;ifted are bonefiting by
an increasingly effQctive criticisii and improve-
ment of the whole eOucationnlisystcl.



II.F THE INTELLECTUAL-ESTHETIC INSTITUTIONS
by Thomas L. Van Valcy

In this short section wo aro doaling with the
intellectual and esthetic activities in America.
We are doing so because they aro closely linked
with. some of the major social institutions, and
because their co,loration should provide addition-
al insiht into American vulture.

Intellectual and esthetic activities cannot
be defined as an institution. They are not values
at the center of a sot of interrelated norms which
are usCally associated with a relatively formal-
ized organization. Rather, they are a series of
separate, but rc]a ted activities tihich aro widely
followed and valued highly. Our purpose is
simply to examine the features of intellectual and
esthetic systems currently in operation in Amer-
ican society, and to raise any questions, vhidh
may prove beneficial in the analysis of those
systems.

For analytical purposes, we are including the
following as components of the American intellec-
tual-esthetic systerz:

the Arts (including painting, sculpture,
music and drama.)

Literature (both imaginative and.discur-
sive.)

Films
. Architecture (also urban design,, interior

decorating, and other
related areas.)

According to both popular belief and the lim-
ited evidence, there seems to be a separation with-
in the American population regarding the patron-
ization of the arts and the other components

of the American intellectual-esthetic systems.
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The composition of the Groues resulting in this
separation is in question at prosmnt, but there are
several possible answers, any or all of -abich may
be partially or wholly correct. One basis of
such a separation is tho different attitudes of
the sexes. Woman follow the arts, while mon fol-
low their chosen occupations and little else.
This is only a partial explanation of the question
of course. There probably are a groat number of
women tho don't patronize the intellectual and
esthetic systems; yet, there are also largo
numbers of men who do attend them.

A second notion is that the separation is
class oriented, with the uper classes being
greatly involved and the lower classes being, to
a Great extent, excluded. This is, in part, a
result of the greater educational and financial
opportunities of the upper classes, Jince Groat
efforts are being made by the government, business-
es, and private citizens similar epl)or-
tunities are opening up for oven the lowest and
least privileged of the socio-economic classes.
Current lower class values however, particularly
for the icon, are strongly opposed to the intellec-
tual and the esthetic.

A view similar to the previous one is that of
a disjunction between the "intellectual elite" and
the rest of tho population. Tho members of the
intelligentsia not only patronize the ar',:s, they
also exorcise a great deal of control over their
production and acceptance, Thus, the general
public either follows the trends as dictated by a
small minority of the population, or ignores the
intellectual- esthetic sphere altogether.

It may well be that all of those ideas do
apply. In this respect, the up.9er classes inter-
mingle with, and aro more attentive to the intell-
ectual elite. and it is hero that the women enjoy
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froo reiGn in the "cultural" sphere, as they aro
not bound to their traditional duties in the houso.
Cn the other hand, the louer °lassos, constituting
the "massos" or the public, do not have such great
opportunities for involvement in the intellectual-
esthetic systems. In this case, tho women have
more of the traditionally functional dutios to
perform for thomsolvos and thus are noithor motiv-
ated. nor able to patronizo the arts to such an
extont.

Earlier it was stated that offorts aro being
nado by various :roups to enlargo the opportunities
for involvement in the intellectual and osthotic

systems. This brings up the question of the sups
port of the arts and whether there is a conflict
bett 004. institutionalizod and popular forms of

support,

In America, the arts are, for tho most part,
supported by the General public, Ever increasing
attondance at community symphonies, repertory
theaters, and opera are evidonco of this fact,
:loovor, it may bo that such public support is
becoming less essential duo to incrersing
financial support from institutionalized sourcos--
foundations, and auncies of the state and
fodoral government,1 The final result of this
incroasod support from foundations and govornment-
al aGoncios is not certain. It may load to the
usurpation of the supporting of intollectual-

1, This is rominiscont of the typical European
system in which the arts are almost wholly
supported by the govornmont and/or wealthy,
aristocratic individuals or families. At

present, though, tho arts in Amorica aro

dofinitely supportod primarily by the public,
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esthetic systems by institutionalized orGaniza-
tions, H owovor, it is moro likely that a plur-
ality of -support will devolop, 'lore, the General
public, businoss foundations, and the Government
will all contributo time, onerGy, and financial
backinG to tho oxpansion and maintenance of the
arts and the other components of the intolloctual-
esthetic oystems,



II. G. THE AMERICAN RECREATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

by Thomas L. Van Valey

an emer3inG institution; recreation
under private non-profit, public, and cam-
morcial auspices; both participant and
spectator sports, many of them attached to
hiGh schools and colleGes; many commorcial
ontorprisos, beinG Guided by profit, which
border on the unmoral or antisocial; the
automobile, radio, movies, and similar
inventions havinG had a profound transform-
inG influence on American lifo,"1

As airjamed statos above, the recreational
"institution" is an emorGinG ono, This simply
means that the set of institutional. norms has
not yet dovolopod around a sufficiently distinct
complex of values 2 to mice recroation is the
United States completoly institutionalized. As
a matter of fact, a treat deal of recroation is
hiGhly individualize, personal behavior, outside
the content of our definition of an institution.
Consequently , we will not discuss it in as groat
detail as some of the more developed social
institutions,

Observers recoGnize the American fondness
for recrcational activity. This fondness is a
major factor in enplainin:; the exploitation,

IT---TEFTEEET71947, pp. 255-256,
2, Williams, 1960, p. 31.
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through an a. lazing variety of recreational ac-
tivities, of the natural resourcos available to
the avorase American: beaches fronting two
oceans and a gulf; many climates; major rangos
of mountains; hunereda of thousands of =los
of both state and national parks and recreation-
al aroas; a multi-million dollar tourist trade,
predominantly American though including signifi-
cant numbers of foreign visitors; a multi-
billion dollar sporting industry (including,
e77 :pent and facilities-- spectator and partici-
pant) for the major sports such as basoball,
ice hockey, football, softball, basl:etball, golf,
and tennis; a world-renowned motion picture
industry; television and radio; the list is
almost without end.

Recreation is a bis business in Aunrica,
(mite apart frola the °commit aspect, it is
i 'portant to Americans intrinsically. Leisure
tins is highly valued in this work -oriented
country, but not as an end in itself. It is
soon as valuable only when it is good for some
thing: it must bo used, not wasted. This nay
o;:plain the observation by foreign visitors
that in America there is no distinction between
wort: and rocroation, Americans soot: to work
as hard at enjoying themsolvos as they do at
4.o.'ring a living,

Relatoe to the notion of putting leisure
timo to good use is the American intoloranco
of a )orson's foolins boged, espocially when the
porson is ''off the job,d., In fact, "being bored,"
to an .menican, ofton carries moral overtones:
"It's. not ri3iht," "I want to (or should) do
something,"

37---a77.6F;i7The American :ftoall (Hew York:
U, Horton and di?
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V

Finally, orcanized recreation ls neither
wholly fwaily-contorod nor Group-centered, butis often organized in accord with each individ-ual's deal. res and the preferences of his closefriends and associates. It is in this contextthat individuals or fa.11ics decide in what ac-tivity they will participate at aay riven tirie.a+

4. Deference croups, of courso, liuit the
individual's range of recreational choices,and social pressure may also influence the
individual's or the group's choice withinthe range of acceptable activities.
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, THE AMERICAN MEDIA SYSTEM
1py Ale:: Edelstein

In the American market econouy, the best
product is defined as the one that survives in
the marketplace, The American media systam,
reflective of its economic environment and it-
self a product of economic man, defines itself
in the same way. Just as the ideology of the
free marketplace preaches a doctrine of laissez-
fairo and of Adam Smith eoonaoics, so the doc-
trine of absolute froodom of the press preaches
unrestrained competition of media units and of
media content, sooting to define media and nes-
sap quality in terms of quantitative measures
of media audiences and attention, Thus the
American media system has =le to be called a
"Wass communications" systca and we have become
increasingly concerned with the incidence of a
"mass culture."

The term "mass communications" does not
fully explain the American media system, how-
ever, just as Adam Smith economics and laissez-
faire explain only in part the governing phil-
osophy of the American enterprise system.
Adam Smith economics has given way in signifi-
cant part to L:eynesian economics, and "absolute
freedom" of communications - -if it over existed--
quite early Gave way to a doctrine of "social
responsibility" based upon a broad acceptance of
the fact that there is no absolute froodou of
the press or of the individual. The press is
either restrained or restrains ...;solf in certain
public and private sectors, and federal and local
governments and the individual are similarly
constrained. Rather than absolute freedom, a
1p:reader and more fully accepted tradition pre-
vails--a system of checks and balances of pri-
vate and public interests.
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Dy :Jure:van standarCs, homier, tho .uorican
media sys'Len is a relacdvely unresula.:ed ono.
In contrr:it to :-;uropean practice, Clore may bo
an infinite number of broadcasting notorks and
stations, onl: by tho availability of
cloar broadcasting frequencios. (This, however,
is due -tor° to tho productivity of the Aacrican
market ane its han0.1,:delon, the aevertisins indus-
try, than it is to 6e,locratic iCeolosy.)

cost Juro?can nations have only one na-
tional and intlrnational neusgathering network,
c.g., _Isms° Franco Ilress in Frrnco, or .kitors
in Dritain, while the United 3tates has its
_Issociated ?ross, United Press International,
and various othor special newspapor servicos,
each compoting with no othors.

Altliou,:jh the Anorican and atropean broad-
castins and pros:, systoms all have s; stairs of
control, the structures are uartodly differont.
Llmost all 2uro..lean govornments either control
or e?erate their strte broadcasting networks
and newsgathcring sor7ices. Mile a second,
ca nercial brw.dcasting Er:stera is bocouing cormaa
in Leure?e, a second worldwide newsgathering agen-
cy is a rarity.) The broadcasting systo7ls are
controlled by sovernraent-appointcet or parlimen-
tary boards, and ethical standards in press and
broadcrsting usually arc codified and roviowed
by a council or comraission.

In the United States the "control" of the
broadcasting and press systems is economic or
social and is essentially self-resulatory r'.thor
than govorn-lental, legislative, or council-or
coulission-rogulrtee.. The singlo e::ception is
the nominal control over broadcasting vcs:,o0 in
the Federal Con iunications Coadission (FCC);
but this control has boon e::-rcised infrequently
and in limitod Tlio real control in
:.mcrican broadcastng lies in industry-Covolol,cd
and financ.d "code boar s." Tho Television Code
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Board, as an oxamDle, sots standards for the in-
dustry for "voluntary compliance"; Aost broad-
casting units accept the Codo Loam standards
and contribute to the support of the Board.
Tho sane principle controls the advortising in-
dustry, the press, motion picturos, conic boots,
magazines, and other media. A curious oxcoption
is tho "underground press,' which proseatly is
devoted to attacks on societal standards and
.Mores and Which runs the rango from the "way-out"
political loft and right to the "far-out" syn-
dromes of soxual, narcotic, "tribal" and other
deviants. Those plalications illuminate the ex-
tent to which social control is o;tercisod ovor
the "mass" media and dramatizo tho fact that it
is difficult to maintain media units on a mass
circulation basis where they do not express
widosproad social values. Indeed, to the extent
that the "undorground" or far-out press soaks to
broaden its appeal, it becomos a mass medium,
Such media either find a common denominator
and :you into mass vehicles or they bocomo more
and more narrowly based. Few !zierican publica-
tions have been able to survive by maintaining
an original core of readers; generational attri-
tion and the lure of now audiences invariable
have brought changes in editorial content.

There appoar presontly to be two trends in
American media: (1) fragmentation and/or heter-
ogeniety, and (2) concentration and houoGeniety.
The pluralimi of American society, facilitated
by economic productivity and individual drives
for personal development, has permitted enormous
personal mobility. Laboring and white collar
classos as troll as administrative and executive
talent aro moving so rapidly up the nobility
ladder that they do not have tine to shod their
old class charactoristics before they tal:e up
their new styles of life.
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The response to such development hc.s been,
on the one hand, an expanded mass media with a
concentration of ownership and homogonioty of
content, and as the counterpart, a spocial or
pluralistic media, responding to the development
of individual skills and tastos. While the pros-
sure for more eff.;.cient advertising and distri-
bution of goods to a mass market has reduced
the number of competitive nowspapor units,, the
rise of "pluralistic am" has sti. iulatod a con-
current growth in technical and spocial publica-
tions dosignod to advance him in his profossion
and to introduce him to leisure trays. The Wall
Street Journal, as an example, has respondorT3
IVITLness activity and introduced middle-class
roadors to businoss lifo, Tho Country Gentloaan
similarly introduced farmers to a noro 737FFE:-
able middle-class life.

The magazine industry has boon particularly
responsive. On the one hand, the mass circula-
tion publications aro experioncins difficulty in
maintaining mass audiences, for readers have not
b eon able to find in the pages of the general-
interest, mass-circulation publications the
special assistance they require to attain
caroef, symbols and outlooks. The larsost circu-
lation ma:Azines are, in licLUhants toms, only
"roar -view windows" of the lives the readers have
led. They are not designs for future living.
As a result, a vast number of special or plural-
istic publications have boon created to prepare
the "now men" for their new roles.

The London .Jconomist, coramenting on the
nature of change in America during the past 20
years, asserts that technological and individual
development have created a "national character"
that America will reflect for the rest of the
century. "Americans have become an urban, middle-
class pooplo Whose universities turn out huge
numbers of bouncy young intollectuals and whose
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industry depends upon a stunningly sophisticated
technology," says The Economist. It declares
that the continuing public debates over the
"credibility gap" in American politics actually
rofledt the discrepancy between tho kinds of
people most Americans used to be and the kinds
of people most Americans are now. The urban
intellectuals have developed EITilmum require-
mnts for information, for judging information,
and for making judgments based upon such
information.

The mass media either cannot or do not
know how to satisfy such tastes. This is re-
flected in the pattern of mutual criticism Which
has developed, in which the new intellectual
and his new, pluralistic media decry mass media
rand wide ver6a. The mutual dissatisfaction
contributes to a compulsion on all sides to en-
gage in criticism rather than to objectively
evaluate the standards which invoke the criti-
cism.

Interestingly, the presumed beneficiary
. of efforts to upgrade the mass media--the mass
public--has boon merely an observer of the con-
test. The CBS-sponsored analysis of public
acceptance of television (Gary Steiner, The
People Look at Television) .shows a general
favorabIfify toward television contont oven on
the part of the professionals. This is undoubt-
edly a structural factor at work. The mobile
American =dia audiences live in two cultures;
the culture in Which they have been living
and the culture for Which they are preparing.
Even if the individual is not hii.isolf mobile,
his class is, and he must keep pace with it
if he is not to become alienated or anomie,
i.e., if he is not to lose touch with the values
of his group.

Because the now man is in movement, he
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cannot trLo _11 of his ideas or his culturo
with hie. Ho nust depend upon the media to help
him to formulate new 1.00:...s or at the loast,
to toll him what they alio. Jo dopends upon the
modia for information anC advice. T.he media
must be accurate and timoly. Above all, ho
asks that the meCia be efficient. As economic
non, both the media manaGOrs and the modia
audiences opera ':e on principles of lost effort;
the ma:r.imum information must be pro, ossod and
assimilated in minintun. tino. This principle
an)lies to divorsion, or entortainaont, as well.
.Jor e::an)lo, television is the most accessible
and definitive in content and thus requires
the loast effort. Radio roquiros ima,:cry, and
the printed word roquiros attention anC, ante-
cedont knowlok;o. .Zadio and tho print nceia
o7Niously roquirc moro effort. Ilene° there
is loss attention to them when° offort is
re(7uirod.

The nrincipl of loast offort has a variety
of implic.tions for the mass media and for mass
culture, but only a few of those condtions
can be considered here. One is that while the
pluralistic modia can be oxpected to concern
themolves llith cult2ral continuity and c.lan.:;e,
the mass media can be concerned only with the
illusion of chanGc. Vlore the pluralistic
uodia are specific oC,out the nature of chanso,
the A.CISS media eithor are narrowly specific
or broaCly va_juo. The mass modia, and perhaps
properly so, take care not to over-inform their
audiences or dcuand that the audiences act upon
the information they have received. Tho mass
lieclia may occasionally tell their audiences
whero they have boon, and take Mains to tell
them whore they are now, but only the plural-
istic media can doal effectively with the ontire
sequenco of human events. Unfortunately, there
is a liaitod audience for this fuller conte;:t,
for feu persons live e;:clusively or oven pro-
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dominantly in a pluralistic culturo. Lne
iimai:yants, most of us live part of tic timo
in the old culture and part of the timo in the
now. We watch tolevision, listen to the radio,
recd the local nowspaper, Tin °, Life, :lavbov,
and the Zeu_Yorlmr; we explore =tie, The

RepaTre, Daedalus or the "...;vorgreen Aeview;
or we neurotically feast u)on Ramparts, Trii---
.Zational Reviow, or the Psychodelic
As a principle, whore we arc involver-TT--
communications ersTrrocluran '"rat to nort,
Ito ar© attentive also to media requirrE7tHe
least effort. Durla obvcrse is not true;
ena;in3 in the least effort loos not assure
-rector effort; This is not just a mass media
principle; it is an observalblo fact of human
activity.

13rnost Van Don Haag, a dedicated critic
of mass culture, fixes his :;aze upon the con-
ditions of a mass nedia and a mass culture,
but ho cloos not span: of any socond, pluralis-
tic c'lturo, for which, for many, the mass cul-
turo is a base. Dut with this sin:;lo standard,
he indicts both cultures.

We nevertheless a:;ree in thoso thins:
That in tho Unitod States, and in Eurone as
troll, the characteristics of a mass culture
are concomitants of any industrial, mast pro-
duction societythis includes Prance, as well.
Amens these characteristics are incronsed in-
dividual income, nobility and leisure, moro
oduc:tio, and more communication. In tho
United States, and it .light properly hold for
othor industrial societies, the lar:;er t'.tc city
the more .,iodic there arc, and tho more informod
and attune( tAe mass audiences are to the nedia.

Dut we also disa:;mo: As we ha :c
Van Den Haa:Is -aasi culture is unidimonsional.
He would include in it only those who live in
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a sin lo culturo, popular culturo. o::cludes

from partici-oation in mass or popular culturo
thoso who onjoy indvidualization in work and
diiforontiation in tasto. j.c) asecrt that many
"dultural inmiGrants" still livo in Eart in
a popular or mass culture. Van Don ndad asserts
a handan construct of alienation rolatinG to
mass culture which "separates the proCucors of
culturo from the consumers" and speaks of tho
child "who listens to a pockot radio and who
no lonGor sinGs." Is thorn no foodback from
consumcrs? h y not the Girl sine, as well?
Possibly silo has learned moro tunes than tho
Girl who is not transistorized. :Jo speaks
of audiencos confinod to Walt Disney on tole-
vision rnd isolated form the Brothers Grimm in
books. Aro no two conditions nocossary? Ho
implios tliat mass is diroctly equivalent to
avorae and that (ritualistic) Mass is suporior
to "intellectual curiosity." This strikos one
as an act itsolf of roliGious faith. Kitsch,
ho says, has wcpellod aesthetics, and morality
and the priary Groups have shrunk in rolovance
and in size. Lass culture becomes a moans of
escape rather than of clivorsion. How does
Van Don Haas define "escape?" Howovor, r.s an
undorlyinG principlo, we seem to kyoo that any
second culturo will be ma::inized, not throuGh
mass =els., but by spocializod or pluralistic
7727.a. Van Don Haas would tai: the mass media
out of e::istenco, but in our view, enterprise
ideoloGy trill provide the moans to compete with
it, the mass media. still are viable,
Givon a loss in audience or influence they will
be susceptible both to taation and competition.

morican concern has charateristically
boon with two cultures-tho mass modia and the
pluralistic media. The Huchins Comission of
the 1950s i.iado reconiondations for a plural-
istic pross rather than for a aas press; the
Carnecie Corporation wishes to endow and levy
a to :: in behalf of a Illuralistic tolovision
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notworl: for mil",:ers of tho second culturo.
A sinslo mass culturo is an inadequa'co doscrip-
tion of tho impact of the mass lodia in an
industrial society. Pluralistic; culturo is
noro inclusive and certainly more realistic.

Zow, what kinds of questions and answers
rolatinG to the condition of tho mass uodia
and tho pluralistic modia aro surzostod to us
by a theory of two culturo s?

2.s questions, tho theory asks what is
"frooclom of tho gross" rathor than assorTrnc;
thoro is frooclon of the press. It answors
that froodom is dofinod in many ways;
it pornits fair con lont but not malice about
oven tho -lost public of public ft:pros. It
permits qualified priviloso but not unjual-
ifiod access to news of :;ovornmont. It pormits
no prior rostraint upon the pross, but it holds
tho press rosponsiblo for what it h-s publishod.
It attempts to as'oaro the accusod of trial
which is froc of pro judicial publicity but it
suarantoos thoro will bo no conspiratorial
silonce. Unilo "freedom of tho pross" is L;ivon
protections vnder tho Lill of Rishts to the
Constitution, the courts assort that this car-
rios with it a roToonsibility to inform and
the gross has itsolf coined tho wzprosedon that
tho public has a "right to know," Whilo free-
doms and rostraints aro conspicuously vasue, the
laws which spell out froodom are boinG constant-
ly intorprotod. This, too, is a land of free-
dom.

It would bo simple to stato that the _Imor-
lean press is a press of the middlo. It is

not. It is a prosy which incorporates both
sidos; Donocrats and lkTublicans, liborals
and Ropublicans. It is a vortical pyres
Our theory of.two cultures sussosts that there
is room for consensus and room for Ooviation
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within tho vortical, non- coripotitivo pross.

Is thore "managod vows" by tho party in
-Iowor? Yes, but thoro havo also boon miana,od
parties by no!rspaprs in powor? %Ihore are checks
and balancos. Tho ;:oss subcomaittoe of tho
Nous() of Represontativos has hold marathon
mootins on freoCom of accoss to Govormont
nous and has staGod full -scale investigations
into ..lana.jod nous. During tiro of war, thoro
is moro mana:;euent and loss froodon. To be
sure, that is a source of dancor. We must
end war.

ire thore prossuro :;roups affoctinG press
porforlmnco? I'roscures Grow out of idontifi-
cation with mass or class, not nrosSUROrUlass
upon mass. Man the newspaper structure
Banc conflict botwoon mass and class wziots:
publishors are consorvativo whilo roportcrs
aro more liboral, for ?ubliihors tond to loo
mombors of ono culture wlailo the roporter spoaks
for both masL and class. Lut the conflict is
inovitablo and= part of tho system of chocks
said balancos, and this is tho osoonco of our
two cultures.
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II. J. SOCIAL STRATIFICATION
by Thomas L. Van Valey

The stratification in American society
relates closely to the economic institutions:
numerous areas of concern within the two fields
overlap and affect one another. The common
indicators of status or class position are also
basic elements of the system of economic
organization.

Our discussion will begin with a theoret-
ical orientation which should clarify the inter-
relationships implied by the subject matter.
This will be followed by an outline of some
characteristics of the American system, and a
brief bibliography.

America is a heterogeneous nation--
occupationally, geographically, religiously,
linguistically, and so on. What we shall explore
is the way in which the stratification system
relates to that heterogeneity.

In general, wherever there has been a high
degree of cultural and societal heterogeneity,
there has also been, associated with it a
complex system of stratification. A prime
example is the United States, but we could also
include the Roman Empire under Augustus, or any
other culture encompassing a relatively large
national territory and a multiplicity of racial-
ethnic and occupational groups.

Theoreticallyt the reasons for this associa-
tion lie in the fact that there must be some
form of social organization wherever there is a
collection of peoplea population. When a
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population grows, the system of organization
must elaborate to deal with the incrciments.
One way in which organizations have elaborated
is through their social stratification systems.

At first (and this is true of many primitive
or under-developed areas of the world today),
the stratification system may be based simply on
family or clan membership, the older members
receiving the highest status and the greatest
privileges. As a population grows and its
comnosititon becomes more varied, this simple
system can no longer be applied. There are
too many gm ups and individuals who simply
don't "fit." Thus the system expands to take
into account occupation, religious affiliation,
political position, or racial-ethhic background.
The system of stratification keeps ace with
the increasing degree of cultural heterogeneity,
which, in turn, is a function of the size of
the population.

The United States is usually described as
having an "open class" system of social strat-
ification.

here there are no legal recognitions of
group inequality, and there are minimum
differences between the totalways of
life of the classes. Furthermore, there is
much movement from one class to another,
both in the lifetime of a man and from one
generation to another.l

1. Joseph Kahl. Tja =dm caw =edam.
Holt1, Rinehart, and Winston, New York, 1964,
P. 4,
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From the above statement alone, the
newcomer to America might expect to find a
quite homogenous nopulation in which there is
little inequality among groups, and a great
deal of vertical mobilty (either upward or
downward).

The first of these expectations differs
from reality. In America, there is a signifi-
cant amount of social inequality especially
with regard to religious and racial-ethnic
minorities. This inequality is linked with pre-
judice, and discrimination is often directed
toward individuals recoonized as members of such
minorities. This is true of the Negro in the
Southeast, the Mexican in the Southwest, and
the Oriental in the West. In America today,
discrimination against the Negro is most
prevalent.

An Associated Press dispatch wnich appeared
in the HeilLYork Times for December 1, 1966,
stated that "A Census Bureau study of the
Negro at mid-decade found that: Of the 4.4
million Negro fadillies, about half lived in
the South. One cf every four Negro adults
had completed four years of aigh school
or some college but in the South the pro-
portion was one out of six. It was one of
thvee in the North and West. Negro families
are larger in the South than in the North
and West-4.56 persons compared with 4.11
persons. Negro families in the South have
lower incomes and more children to support
than Negroes in the North and West The
percentage of Negroes in the total population
has changed little since the turn of the
century and the greatest change has been in
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location- -away from the §outh and farms into
the metropolitan areas."

The second of the expectations, mobility,
tends to hold true. There is a great deal of
movement from one class to another in America,
though such movement is primarily ipier-
generational, while ilau-generational movement
is ordiparily within the limits of a single
class.?Besides the social mobility, there
is great geographical mobility in the United
States. Every year, nearly twenty percent of
the nation's population changes its place of
residence.

The causes of the social mobility are not
completely clear; but, from the available
research evidence it seems that inter-generational
mobility is due in part to a difference in degree of
educatioh and thereby the occupations of members of
succeeding generations, with consequent differ-
ences in occupation. On the other hand, since
few individuals make extreme changes in their
own educational and occupational positions,
their movement is u6ua/ly within the limits of
a single social class.4

There are less obvious characteristics of
the American stratification system. One is
that no set of criteria for ranking is accepted
throughout the country. Each group, class, or
status tends to have its own perspective

2. Edgar Dale, he letter. (School of
Education, Ohio State University), Vol. 32,
January 4, 1967, p. 1.

3. Intra-generational movement tends to be
within the limits of a single class parti-
cularly in the more recent period, i.e.,
since World War I.

4. Particularly noteworthy, however, is the great
effort and commitment of resources made to ef-
fectuate an explicit )olicy of affording equal
educational opportunity for all to higher and
higher levels. For example, at the pre Went
time approximately 40 per cent of all high
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and standards of ranking. This results in
differently located classes having, andeempha-
sizing, different criteria for ranking.2

Social class has a great number of
correlates, which can be divided into two
groups: those which are chiefly indicators
of status and those which are chiefly conse-
quences of it. Among the indicators are
education, occupation, income, religion, and
ethnic or racial classification. Among the
consequences of status and of its attendant
conditions are health, individual attitudes and
general life style.

There are a number of methodological
problems involved in the determination of social
class, for all of the comaion indicators are
highly related to one another. To resolve the
difficulties it is often necessary to use
complicated statistical techniques.

The sources listed below are primarily
community studies that have been carried out
in various regions of the United States.
While each study is limited to one area
together they provide a wealth of descriptive
information on stratification in American com-
munities.

4. school students (and high school is compul-
sory in most states) go on to some type of
formal education beyond high school, the bulk
of thisteing in regular academic colleges
and universities.

5. On statuseinconsistency, see Gerhard Lenski,
"Status Crystallization: 41 Non-Vertical Di-
mension of Social Status," A
3,141,cajaylex,19(1954), 405- 13; and Elton
Jackson, (Status Consistency and Symptoms of

(1962)Stress,"

7
9 80.

2 2
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eliminate culture lag (the postulated cause of all social
problems ).1

Barrett, Donald N., ed. Values in America. Notre Dame, Indiana:
University of Notre Dame Press, ITU7-1 A collection of
articles concerning American values, mostly of the theoretical
type. j

Beals, R.L. 'The Mexican Student Views the United States."
The Annals, 295, Sept. 1954, pp. 108.115. [ A study of what
Mexican students think about America. Provides a non-American
perspective on the content of American culture.,

Beck, S.J., et. al. "The dormal Personality as Projected in the
Rorschach Test." Journal of Psychology,, Oct. 1950, pp. 241-
298. (Discussion of a research project involving Rorschach
tests of normal adllts. There are no generalisations to
societal or national "character."

Bettelheim, B. "Growing Up Female." HArper's, Oct. 1962, 225,
pp. 120 -128.

Brozan, D. 1112 American Character. NY: Time, Inc., 1962.
[General statements about American characteristics and atti-
tudes. Little empirical support, but it coincides with other,
more research-oriented studies.3
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Folsom, Aarion B., Chairman, (Sub) Committee for the Improve.

ment of Management in Government, et. al. Modernizing Local

Government, New York: Committee for Economic Development

77I1 3irlve., N.Y., 10022), 1966.

Freymond, Jacques. "American in EUropean Wes." The Annals,
295, Sept. 1954, pp. 33-41. [Capsulized statements about

America from the French and Italians. They provide, in the

main, foreign views about American culture.]

Gendell, A. and Hans L. Zennerberg. A Sociological Almanac for

the United States. 2nd ed., New York: Charles Scribner's

Sons7TO. [An up-to-date summary, in statistical form, of

the U.S. Contains 75-100 separate tables and summary essay.

Interesting, but little on values or American characteristics.)

Gillin, John. "National and Regional Cultural Values in the

U.S.' Social Forces, 34, 1955, pp.107-113. [Mainly listings

of values in America. Specifies dominant general American

values ani also regional sub-cultural values. An excellent

checklist for comparison with others.]

Goals for Americans, Comprising the Report"of the President's

Commission on National Goals and Chapters Submitted for the

Consideration of the Commission, Prentic&Hall, Inc., 1960.

Goldschmidt, Walter. "Notes." American Quarterly, 3, 1951,

pp. 259.267. [ A general examination of short stories and

a play, showing some themes which a3ply to American culture

and values.]

"Social Class and the Dynamics of Status in America,4

American Anthropologist, 57, 1955, pp. 1209 -1217. [Discussion

of social class, its determinants and consequences. Some

interesting material on related topics (family, mobility, etc.)]

Goodman, M.E. "Values, Attitudes, and Social Concepts of

Japanese and American Children." American Anthropologist, 59,
1957, pp. 979.999. [An experiment on the career choices

of Japanese and American children, providing a basis for

inferences concerning systematic features of the social views

of youth. Some tentative conclusions.]
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Common Council for American Unity. Ehropean Beliefs Regarding
the U. NY, 1949. [A study shortly after WWII, revealing
many attitudes of Ehropeans toward the U.S. (Most were oropa.
ganda.type questions or the usual ideas about the U.S. )1

Cuber, John, Robert Harper, and William Onkel. ,Problems of
American Society,: Values in Conflict, NY: H. Holt, 1956.

Daedalus. sEdition on the American National Style, 87, Spring,
1958, EA good summary edition about the American National
Style from an Anthropological-Vistorical viewpoint.]

Davis, Jerome. Capitalism and Its Culture, NY: Farrar and
Rinehart, 1941.

Denney, Renel. "How Nnericans See Themselves: Studies of Ameri-
can National Character." As Annals, 295, 1954, pp. 11-25.
(A report of studies about American character from an anthro-
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DeVos, G. "A Comparison of the Personality Differences in Two
Generations of Japanese Americans by ,deans of the Rorschach
Test." Nagoya_Journal of Midis:al Science, 17, 1954, po. 153-
265.

DeVos, G. "A Quantitative Rorschach.Assessment of i4aladjustment
and Japanese Americans." Genetic psychology, Monogram, 52,
Aug., 1955, pp. 53-eq. CA statistical discussion of the use
of Rorschach tests for the measurement of maladjustment
in the acculturation of Japanese-Americans. No generaliza-
tions about the American norm, only deviants.]

Dewhurst, J.F., et. al. "America's Needs and Reyources."
Twentieth Century Fund, 1947. rA summary book on the economic
resources and the consumptive patterns of the American people
in 1947 and 1955.1

Dhairyam, D. "Personality Differences Between a Hindu and an
American Group." Dissertation Abstracts 1956, p. 1218.
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Dolto, F. "?rench and American Children as Seen by a French
Child Analyst." Childhood in Contemporary Cultures, I. bud
and W. Wolfenstein. Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1956.

Dos Passos, John: U.S.A. NY: Houghliton-Mifflin, 1946.
[A three volume set, dealing with the U.S. at the turn of the
century (f 1); with WI (:#2); and the late 1920's (k3). It is
a prose commentary on the United States useful for background
material.]

Drucker, Peter. America's Next TWnty fears. NY: Harper and
Bros., 1957.

Duijker, H.L. and N.A. Frijda. National Character and National
Stereotypes. vol. 1, Confluence. Amsterdam: North dolland
Publishing co., 1960. (An excellent reference work. Discusses
national character and national stereotypes, and contains a
very comprehensive bibliography of studies and a "register of
national character studies.")

Ehrenfels, U.R. "Dome Observations on American Kinship."
American Anthropologist, 58, 1956, p. 918. (Short criticism
of Schneider and Homan's, "Kinship Terminology and the Amer-
ican Kinship System." It centers on questions of residence
and succession...)

Family Study Center. First Annual Report, 1951-1952. Univer-
sity of Chicago, 1953. [The report of the first year of
operation of the family study center. A short outline of
the research programs, publications, etc. (Nothing on values,
characteristics, etc. of American society.)]

Farber, M. L. "Ehglish and Americans: A Study in National
Character." Journal of Psychology, 32, 1951, po. 241-249.
[A report of research comparing the English and the Americans.
Interesting statistical application to a highly abstract
problem of investigation.)
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Government, New York: Committee for Economic Development

(711 5th Ave., N.Y., 10022), 1966.

Freymond, Jacques. "American in Ebropean Wes." The Annals,
295, Sept. 1954, pp. 33.41. [Capsulized statements about

America from the French and Italians. They provide, in the

main, foreign views about American culture.]

Gendell, A. and Hans L. Zennerberg. A Sociological Almanac for

the United States. 2nd ed., New York: Charles Scribner's

[An up-to-date summary, in statistical form, of

the U.S. Contains 75-100 separate tables and summary essay.

Interesting, but little on values or American characteristics.]

Gillin, John. "National and Regional Cultural Values in the

U.S.' Social Forces, 34, 1955, pp.107-113. [ Mainly listings

of values in America. Specifies dominant general American

values and also regional sub-cultural values. An excellent

checklist for comparison with others.]

Goals for Americans, Comprising the Report" of the President's

Commission on National Goals and Chapters Submitted for the

Consideration of the Commission, PrenticoeHall, Inc., 1960.

Goldschmidt, Walter. "Notes." American Quarterly, 3, 1951,

pp. 259-267. rA general examination of short stories and

a play, showing some themes which a3ply to American culture

and values.]

'Social Class and the Dynamics of Status in America.'

American Anthropologist, 57, 1955. PP. 1209-1217. [Discussion

of social class, its determinants and consequences. Some

interesting material on related topics (family, mobility, etc. )]

Goodman, 14. E. "Values, Attitudes, and Social Concepts of

Japanese and American Children." American Anthropologist, 59,

1957, pp. 979499. An experiment on the career choices

of Japanese and American children, providing a basis for

inferences concerning systematic features of the social views

of youth. Some tentative conclusions.]
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Gorer, Geoffrey. The American People, A Stwdy in National
Character, New York: W. W. Norton & Company,1948. A
commentary on the U.S. between 1938 and 1948. LA highly
theoretical study, with psychoanalytic overtones, and contro-
versial conclusions about the American character.]

Graham, M.D. 4An Ekoeriment in International Attitudes Research."
International Social Science Bulletin, 3, 1951, pp. 529-531.
CA study of the American stereotypes held by a sample of
British people shortly after WWII. No direct comparison to
actual American characteristics.]

Guide to the Study of the United States of America. United

States Library of Congress. Washington, 1960.
[ Lists a series of bibliographical studies on the United
States. In 32 chapters, describes a'proximately 10,000 books
that reflect the development of life and thought in the

United States. Extensive treatment of such fields as litera-
tvre;.spetiodicals'and journalism; geography; general, diplomat-
ic, military, intellectual and local history; population,
migration and minorities; society; communications; science
and technology; medicine and public health; entertainment;
sports and recreation; education; religion; folklore; music;

art and architecture; economic life; constitution and govern -

ment; law and justice; politics; parties, and elections,'

Gunther, John. Inside U.S.A. New York: Harper and Brothers.

Revised Ed. 1951. [ An excellent guide to the U.S., but with

very little useful material on American society or culture.]

Harding, Charles F., III. ''The Social Anthropology of American

Industry'. American Anthropologist, 57, 1955, pl. 12186.1231.

[ An outline of American Industry. Discussion of the various

interrelationships within and between industries. Includes a

discussion of labor within the industrial institution. A

broad theoretical treatment.]

Harrington, J.C. "..2chaeology as an Auxiliary Science to Amer-

ican History," American Anthropologist, 57, 1955, po 1121-

1130. [Interesting discussion of the use of archeological

methods in the study of peoples of 9iropean origin on the

North American continent.]
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Hart, Hornell. "Atomic Cultural Lag: I the Value Frame."

Sociology and Social Research. 32, 1948, pp. 768-776.

research report of one of the author's pursuits. Pro-

vides some material on values, especially the ''maintenance
values (i.e., characteristics already possessed which need
to be protected.)]

Hart, Hornell. "Atomic Cultural Lag: II Its Measurement.
Sociology and Soc4a1 Research, 3?, 1948, pp. 845.856. [A
description of a method for measuring atomic cultural lag
(as used in the previously noted study).]

Haufmann, E. "Social Perception in Russian D.P.'s and an Ameri-
can Comparison Group." Psychiatry, 20, 1957, pp. 131-149.
r A research report of a comparison between two groups, the
Russians and the Americans. Generalizations are made to
Russian and American populations, but they seem to be more
personality-oriented than value-oriented.]

Havinghurst, R.J., and B.L. Nengarten. American Indian and
Uhite Children: A Sociopsychological Investigation. Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1955.

Hertzler, J.O. American Social Institutions: A Sociological
Analysis, Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1961.

Hsu, Francis L. K. Americans and Chinese: Two jays of Life.

New York: Schuman, 1953. [An anthropological contrast (with
sociological undertones) between the ways of life of the two
ethnic groups. It provides some interesting insights into
both cultures and contains some well-documented statements
of value.]

Humphrey, N.D. The Mexican ImaRe of Americans.' The Annals,

295, Sept., 1954, op. 116-125. [A discussion of the steno-
types about America, held by the various categories or groups
of Mexicans who are exposed to American culture. do allusion
to actual American characteristics.]
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Institute of International Education, Meet the U.S.A. EA very

perceptive handbook prepared for foreign students. It relies
on a strong combination of authoritative and illustrative
works for support. No connection with actual research, but
still very worthwhile.)

Junek, 0.W. "What Is the Total Pattern of Our Western Civiliza.
tion? Some Preliminary Observations." American Anthropologist
48, 1946, pp. 397.406. CA highly theoretical and abstract
statement about some of the trends in western civilization.
Most of the statements of worth seem to be of the thesis_
antithesis form, presenting questions about the treatment
of the variables.]

Kahl, Jose=ph A. The American Class Structure, New York:
Rinehart, 1957. fA textbook of social stratification,
incorporating much of the related research information of
the last thirty years.3

Kidd, B. Principles of Western Civilization. New fork:
Macmillan, 1902. CA theoretical discussion based on Darwin-
ism. Sufficient for a historical perspective, but too out-
dated for a contemporary analysis.]

Kimball, Solon T. "Problems of Studying American Culture."
American Anthropologist, 57, 1955, pp. 1131.1142. [A
discussion of the application of anthropological techniques
(e.g. event analysis) to the-study of American society; and
the ennumeration of the various problems involved in such an
application.1

Klapp, Orrin E. Heroes, Villains, and Fools: The Changing
American Character, Englewood Cliffs: Prentice.dall, 1962.

Klineberg, O. "A Science of National Character." Journal of
Social Psychology, 19, 1944, pp. 147 -162. CA discussion of
the concept of national character, its importance to social
science, and some of the means by which its study may be
implemented.]
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Klinger, H.R.H. 'Moral Values Across Cultures." Personnel and
Guidance Journal, 41, Oct., 1962, pp. 139..143 .--17.777;;;AR
a research project. An attempt at distinguishing foreign
student groups from American students on the basis of their
respective expressed moral values.]

Kluckhohn, Clyde. Mirror for Man, Greenwich: Fawcett Publica.'
tions, Inc., 1963. [An introduction to anthropology and
to culture in gene.al. The eighth chapter--°An Anthropologist
Looks at the U.S."--is an excellent discussion of contemporary
America.]

"Physical Anthropology." American Anthropologist,
1955, pp. 1280 -1295. C A brief survey of some of the anthro-
pometric and morphological studies of the dominant American
population. Nothing regarding cultural characteristics, etc.j

"Shifts in American Values." World Politics, 2,
Jan., 1959. CA review of Aax Lerner's America
as a Civilization, and a theoretical statement by the author
of the directions and magnitudes of changes in the American
system of values.]

"The Drolution of Contemporary American Values."
Daedalus, 87,' Spring, 1958, pp. 78.109. (Much of the article
is a statement of the ways in which the American value system
has evolved in time. (An earlier and less complete statement
of the material in the preceding reference, "Shifts in Ameri-
can Values.")

"Values and Value Orientation...0 Toward a General
Theory of Action. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1952.

Komarovsky, A. 'Cultural Contradictions and Sex Roles."
Ameri9an Journal, 91 Socioloav, 52, Nov., 1946, op. 184-189.
[Discusses the nature of the incompatible sex roles placed
on college women b, the society today.)

Kwiat, Joseph J. and nary C. Turpie, eds., Studies in American
Culture: Dominant Ideas and Images. MinneaPolis: University
of dinnesota Press, 1 900.
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Lambert, R.D. and A. Bressler. "Indian Students and the United
States: Cross-cultural Images." The Annals, 295, po. 62-72.
[Primarily a discussion of three areas of American life: (1)
family practices and values, (2) recent political behavior,
and (3) race relations. Provides some material meriting
comparison with other sources.]

Lambert, 4. E. "Compt-ison of French and American Modes of
Response to the Bogardus Social Distance Scale." Social
Forces, December, 1952, pp. 155-159. [A methodologically
inclined discussion of the application of the Bogardus Social
Distance Scale cross culturally--in this case the French and
Americans.]

Landes , Ruth. "Biracialism in American Society: A Compara-
tive View." American Anthropology, 1956, pp. 1253-1263.
[ The comparison of American biracialism (Negro-White) with
that of the British. An interesting discussion of the diff-
erences between the two countries and their societal systems.]

Hantz, Herman R. People of Coaltown. New York: Columbia
University Press, 1958. (A conceotual scheme developed to
explore the relationships within a community revealed through
study. As such it is an interesting method. However, be-
fore accepting the data, more rigorous methodological proced-
dures could be followed.)

Ledasters, E.E. Modern Courtship and Martiage. Dew York: The
MacMillan Company, 1959. (A textbook concerning the familial
institution. Provides a good survey of the American family,
and also at tines suggests accurate criticisms or faults.]

Lerner, dax. America As Civilization. New fork: Simon and
Schuster, 1957.

Lewin, K. "Some Socio-Psychological Differences Between the
U.S. and Germany." Character and Personality, 4, 1936. po.
265-293. (The re?ort of a research project comparing the
general national characteristics of the Germans and the
Americans. Is in strong agreement with D. C. McClelland's
"Obligations to Self and Society in the U.S. and Germany. "j
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Leyburn, James.- "Notes on American Culture.° Common Ground,

Minter, 1945, pp. 61.65 . CA theoretical treatment of the
concept of culture ant' what it consists of. There is no
explicit mention of aLi specific American values or character..
istics.)

Link, H.C. "What Does Americanism Mean to the American People ?''
Journal of Applied Psychology, 31, 1947, pp. 425430. 1A
summary of results and findings from a study made by the
author. The data are interesting, but no conclusions or
interpretations are given concerning the topic- -the Amer-
ican value structure.)

Linton, Ralph. 'Geoffrey Gorer's 'The American People: An
Anthropologist's Critical View.'" Scientific American, May,
1948, pp. 58..59. ( This article is simply a review of Gorer's,
The American People. (Linton discredits much of Gorer's work,
but mediates it to a minor degree by stating that Gorer did
make a number of penetrating observations about the modern
American scene.)

Lipset, S.i4. " A Changing American Character?" in S.A. Lioset
and L. Lowenthal (eds.) , Culture and Social Character,
Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1017--

Lowie, Robert H. Review of The American Peoole, by G. Gorer
in Man, 57 1949 p. 17

4-,

[Another review of The American People. The content is much
the same as that of Linton's, plus specifically noting Gorer's
basic postulate.'

McClelland, D.C. "Obligations to Self and Society in the U.S.
and Germany." The Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology,
March, 1953, pp. 9F710r: (A report of a study carries out
by the author contrasting some attitudes of Germans and
Americans. There are some well thought out statements of the
differences, substantiated by the research basis of the study.1
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McDonald, Donald. ''Science: An Interview With Hans Hethe",
Fund for the epublic, Inc., New York, 1962.

discussion of science, education, and defense between the
author and a scientist. It is interesting but contains no
reference to any "general American" characteristics.]

"Stage and Screen Interviews Tlith Alter Kerr, Drama
Critic, New York Herald Tribune, and Stanley Kramer, Film
,Producer and Director", Fund for the Reoublic, Inc., 1962.
[Both interviews discuss the decline in the quality of the
stage and screen, and point to the future. There are only
implied references to national values, character, and so on,)

. °Televidion: An Interview With Jack Gould, Television
Critic of the New fork Times, Fund for the Republic, Inc.,
1961. LThe first interview concerns cities from a predomi-
nantly architectural point of view. The record deals with the
city as a political system.]

"The Police: An Interview With W.H. Parker, Chief
of Police, Los Angeles," Fund for the Republic, Inc., 1962.
CAn interesting commentary on police matters by Chief Parker.
He also makes several statements in reference to generalized
characteristics in American society.]

"The Press': Interviews with Mark Ethridge, Louis-
ville Courier-Journal and Times, and C.V. Jackson, Life ner
zine. Fund for the Republic, Inc. 1961. ITwo interviews
providing an interesting viewpoint of the functions of the
newspaper and the large-circulation magazine. However, of
little concern to the study of American values.)

McGranahan, D.V. "A Comparise of Social Attitudes Among American
and German Youth." Journal of Abnormal and Social psychology.,
July, 1946, pp. 245-257. [The report of a research project
concerning social attitudes of youths of two cultures. Some
generalizations are made about the American and German cultures.
Useful for comparison with other results.]
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, and I. Wayne. 'German and American Traits Reflected
in Popular Drama." Human Relations, January, 1948,. pp. 429.
455. EA study of American and German characteristics as seen
in popular drama. Most statements are in reference to
underlying psychological discussions, which are, in turn,
generalized to cultural traits.]

Mandelbaum, D.G. "On the Study of National Character.°
American AnthroPologist, 55, 1953, pp. 174+. [A definition
of national culture and national character plus some sugges-
tions as to procedure to follow in the study of both concepts.]

Martindale, Don A. American Society. New York: D. Van Nostrand
Company, 1960. t A theoretical discourse on the conce§t of
"mass society" (with reference to the U.S.) and its historical
and theoretical bases. It also reports some of the major mani-
festations of a mass society, and makes inferences to their
presence in America.)

Mason, Leonard. 'The Characterization of American Culture in
Studies of Acculturation." American Anthropologist, 57,
1955. pp. 1264 ff. [ A sketch of American culture covering
the topics of Ethos, Technology, Economics, and some of the
major institutions. Some good statements and insights.)

Mead, Margaret. And Keep Your Powder ay. New York: William
Morrow and Company, 1942. eOf the early attempts to
analyze American culture. There is a great deal of insight-
ful material and numerous (later substantiated) generalina-
tions. An excellent source work for the study of American
society,)

"The American Character in Its Relation to Internation..
al Understanding."
1947, (Available at Harvard Education School
Library.)

"The Contemporary American Family as an Anthropologist
Sees It. 0 American Journal of Sociology, May, 1948, DO. 453-
459. An article concerning the American familial institu-
tion, from the viewpoint of an anthropologist. The author
centers her discussion on the general patterns, and the major
readjustments that the family is making cr will be making.]
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Merriam, Alan P. "Music in American Culture." American Antbro-

pologist, 57, 1955, pp. 1173-1181. [The author di cusses
various types of music and how they refledt cdrtain aspects
of American culture. He also notes the lack of available
research and indicates some possibilities for fruitful studies.]

doberg, D.O. 212,Church III Social Institution:
iologv of American Religion. Ehglewood Cliffs,
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962.

dorrison, E.E., ed., The American slalz New York:
Brothers, 1958.

§22-
New Jersey:

Harper and

Auhlen, N. "America and American Occupation in German Eyes;
America Through Foreign 'rtes, " The Annals,Sept, 1954, pe.52-61.
C A discussion of German attitudes with regard to the U.S.
(with historical Nasis), not of German attitudes about
American culture, values, general characteristics, eto.]

Myrdal, Gunner, An American Dilemma. New York: Harper, 1944.
[A classic study of American society. Numerous insights into
cultural and societal aspects. His statement of the American,
creed is especially helpful in providing comparative material.]

NEA Staff Committee on Structure. A Proposal for A Complete
Stu k of the Structure of the National Education Association.
January, I75. 7111;;; paper I (This paper makes some states
ments about trends that are occurring in American society
and which are resulting in recognizable changes.)

"One Nation, Divisible by 80,000 Governments." Carnegie

Quarterly, 14, Fall, 1966, pp. 4-5. (Carnegie Corpora-
tion of New York) (A study of the inefficiency, and the
difficulty of control by the electorate, resulting from the
decentralization of governmental units, particularly as
they affect education.I

Opler, ,Morris K. "Cultural Values and Attitudes on Child Care,"
Children, February, 1955, pp. 45-50. [Discussion of various
sub-cultural attitudes toward child care and child-rearing
methods. There are no references to any generalized
American patterns.]
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Parsons, Talcott. ,Essays in Sociological Theory: Pure and
Applied, rev. ed., Glencoe: The Free Press, 13347-

Passin, H. and J. W. Bennett. 'The America.Educated Japanese,Is-
America Through Foreign 9193.* The Annals. Sept, 1954, 295,

PP. 89-96 . EA study of the IffigirBrAmerica held by
Japanese students educated in the United States. The state-
ments are a combination of the usual (i.e., the non.
culture bearer's stereotypically based attitudes) and critical
comments regarding the more notorious of American charac-
teristics, such as materialism.]

°The America-Iducated Japanese, II: America Through
Foreign Eyes. The Annals, 295, Sept. 1954, pp. 97-107.
[ This article is a sequel to the above by the same authors.
It is, in essence, a discussion of those images of America

held by the same subjects after their return to Japan.]

Potter, David M. People of ,Plentr: Economic Abundance and the
American Character. Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
757717A discussion of the hypothesis of the effects of
abundance on the ikierican national character. A historical
perspective, but supplemented by the behavioral sciences.]

Powdermaker, Hortense. "Movies and Values," Modern American
Society, Davis, Bredemier, and Levy, New York: Rinehart
and Company, Inc., 1950, pp. 555-559.
An analysis of American movies and the values underlying

their content.)

Reischauer, E. 0. The United States and imis Cambridge Miss.:
Harvard University Press, 1950.

Rettig, S., and B. Pasamanick. 'Changes in Moral Values Among
College Students: A Factorial Study." American Sociology
Review, 24, 1959, pp. 856-863. [The report of a research
project. The statistics are retorted in crude form. There
are few generalizations about the meaning of the various
factors other than their item content.)
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"Differences in the Structure of Moral Values of
Students and Alumni. American Sociology Review, 25, 1960

PP. 550-555. [A highly technical and statistical discussion
of the six morality factors tested in the research project.

No explanation or expansion of the factors other than the
item content.]

Invariance in Factor Structure of Moral Value
Judgments from American and Koreaq.College Students."
Sociometrv, 25, 1962, pp. 73-84. LA technical discussion
of Korean and American college students' moral value judge-
ments. There are no references to a general American
configuration.)

'Moral Value Structure and Social Class." Socio,
metry, 24, 1961, pp. 2135. !Another technical discussion
of comparative moral structures; here between two socio-
ecommic classes in America. There also is no explanation
of the factors in this study, thus no reference to general
patterns.)

Riesmann, David, et. al. The Lonely Crowd: A Study of the
Changing American Character, New Haven: rale University
Press, 1950. (A very well -known book dealing with the diverse
ways in which individuals at various stages of society havc
formed different systems of values. A mixture of the socio-
logical and psychological approaches.]

Ruesch, Jurgen, and G. Bateson. Communications: The Social
Matrix of Psychiatry. New York: W.W. Norton, 1951.

Schlesinger, Arthur IL, Sr. "What Then Is the American, This
New Man?", American Historical Review, January, 1943, pp. 225-
244. (A listing and expansion of those American traits and
characteristics wh_ch are most frequently noted in the
reports of foreign visitors.)

Schneider, David C., and George C. Homans. "Kinship Termin-
ology and the American Kinship System." American Anthro-
pologist, 57, 1955, pp. 1194-1208. [A report of research
on kinship terminology in the United States, and some char-
acteristics of the American kinship system. Some insights
into the American familial institution.)
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pp. 550 -555. to highly technical and statistical discussion
of the six morality factors tested in the research project.

No explanation or expansion of the factors other than the
item content.]

Invariance in Factor Structure of Moral Value
Judgments from American and Koreart.College Students."

Sociometrv, 25, 1962, Pp. 73.84. LA technical discussion
of Korean and American college students' moral value judge-
ments. There are no references to a general American
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'Moral Value Structure and Social Class." Socio-
metry, 24, 1961, pp. 21.35. [Another technical discussion
of comparative moral structures; here between two socio-
ecommic classes in America. There also is no explanation
of the factors in this study, thus no reference to general
patterns.]

Riesmann, David, et. al. The Lonely Crowd: A Study of the
Changing American Character, New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1950. 1A very well-known book dealing with the diverse
ways in which individuals at various stages of society haw
formed different systems of values. A mixture of the socio-
logical and psychological approaches.]

Ruesch, Jurgen, and G. Bateson. Communications: The Social
Matrix of Psychiatry. New York: W.W. Norton, 1951.

Schlesinger, Arthur M., Sr. "What Then Is the American, This
New Man?", American Historical Review, January, 1943, pp. 225-
244. [A listing and expansion of those American traits and
characteristics wh_ch are most frequently noted in the
reports of foreign visitors.]

Schneider, David C., and George C. Homans. "Kinship Termin-
ology and the American Kinship System." American Anthro.
pologist, 57, 1955, pp. 1194 -1208. [A report of research
on kinship terminology in the United States, and some char -
acteristics of the American kinship system. Some insights
into the hmerican familial institution.,)
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Scott, F.D. "The Swedish Student's Image of the United States.
America Through &reign Dyes," The Annals, 295, Sept. 1954,
pp. 136-144 (..A listing of those characteristics felt
by Swedish students to be characteristic of American society.
Useful for comparison with the views of other extra-culturals
(e.g., the Mexicans, Japanese, Germans, etc.).1

Sewell, W.H., R.T. Morris, and 0.,4. Davidsen. "Scandinavian
Students' Images of the United States: A Study in Cross-
Cultural Education: America Through Foreign Eyes.* The
Annals, vol. 295, September, 1954, pp. 126.145.
ImSimilar to the orevious reference, but somewhat more com-
prehensive in that there are specific references to American

social institutions. Also excellent for comparison with
other extra-culturalsj

Singer, Milton. 'How the American Got His Character.° Ethics,

60, Oct. 1949, pp. 62-66.

Sirjamaki, J. "Culture Configurations in the American Family."
American Journal of Sociology, May, 1948, pp. 464-470.
[ A generalized statement of the American family. It is
equivalent to his major source, "a footnote to the Anthro-
pological Approact to the Study of American Culture," but
here with reference solely to the family.)

Spiegel, J.P. "Conflicting Formal and Informal Roles in
Newly Acculturated families." Research Publications:
Association for Research in Neuroses and dental Diseases,
1964. fStatements of generalized American patterns as
abstracted from tLe study of newly acculturated families.
Contains some excellent material on Assumptions as
well as several of the value-orientations:)

Spindler, G.D. "American Character as Revealed by the Military."
Psychiatry, 1948. [A study of the American military and
its effects of authority, power, discipline, status, etc.,
on the American character.]
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Supplementery

'Education in a Transforming American Culture, "
Harvard Educational Review, 1955. [A short analysis of the
ways in which education mediates and/or instigates cultural
change. The author postulates a shift in American values,
from the traditional to the emergent.]

Spiro, M. E. "The Acculturation of American 'Ethnic Groups."
Amdrican Anthr000logist, 57, 1955, pc. 1240-1252. [A
discussion of acculturation in addition to outlines of some
research studies. Some relationships are traced between
topics including acculturation and social mobility,
nativism, religion, and the famil74

Statistical Abstract of the United States. U. S. Govt. Census
Bureau, Wash. D.C., Govt. Printing Office, 1966.
[Facts and figures on Cle economic, political, and social
structure of the United States, from more than 200 different
sources - federal agencies, private research groups and individ-
uals, international organizations. Some major subjects are:
Agriculture, business, education, emlloyment, foreign trade,
geography, health, military services, palliation, recreation,
veterans' affairs, world economy; historical trends; a guide to
statistics sources, including State statistical abstracts.
Detailed index.]

Stein, Maurice. The Eclipse of Community: An Interpretation of
American Studies. rrinceton,lig7nNey: Princeton Univer6
inTriess, 19b0. [Deals with the American community;
the theoretical basis for the community; the general effects
of urbanization, industrialization, and bureaucratization;
and some characteristics of American suburbs.]

Stewart, George R. American ika of Life. New fork: Double-
day, 1954. A topical survey of America by a historian.

Stewart, V.G., and L.A. Leland. ',American VS. English Mosaics.°
Journal of ProJective Techniques, June, 1952, pp. 246-248.
[A short discussion of a cross-cultural alolication of the
Lowenfeld osaic Test. The findings are reported in highly
technical terms, and there are no generalizations to the
respective societies.]
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Stouffer, S. A. Communism, Conformitl, and Clizil,Liberties.
Doubleday, 1955.

Terhume, Kenneth W. "Self and Nation: The Psychological Nature
of Nationalism and Patriotism." Dies., Aichigan State Univer-
sity, 1963. A discussion and analysis of American national:
ism and patriotism. The oersoective is :lighly osycbological
and contains few if an useful generalizations about
American society.]

Trager, George L. "The Language of America." American Anthro-
pologist, 57, 1955, po. 1182-1193. [ A sumierEddrer
cussion of the structureanicharacteristics of the North
American languages, with technical illustrations of those
characteristics. i90 generalizations of use to the stud/Int
of culture result from it.]

UNESCO. Interrelations of Cultures: Their Contribution to
International Understanding. Paris, 1953 ,A of
inter-cultural studies including Japan, China, India, Spain,
the United States, and others. The studies are based on
different aspects of the several cultures.]

Useem, R.H., and John Useem. "Images of the United States and
Britain Held by Foreign.1Uucated Indians: America Through
Foreign Byes.'' The Annals, 295, Sept, 1954, pp. 73-82.
( Another study of America (also Britain) through the eyes
of extra-culturals, in this case foreim-educated Indians.
AS in the numerous other instances, the listing and explan.
ation generated here are of comparative value.]

Vogt, EVon Z. "American Subcultural Continua as Exemolified by
the ormons and Texans." American ,Anthrovlogist, 57, 1955,
pp. 1163-1172. [ A discussion of an additional type of
variation in Ameridan culture--historically derived subcultur-
al continuum (as distinct from variation b age, sex, region,
social class, etc.)]
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Warner, .1.L. anTican ws, Chicago: University of Chicago
?ress, 1953. A summart restatement of the author's
previous studies. Some treatment of the theory and methoi
of the social anthropologist, but mainly on the social
stratification system of the U.S.]

Amer, W.L., Aarchai aeeker, and Xenneth Fells. Social Class
in America. Chicago: Science Research Associates Library,
New York: Harper and Jrothers. CA "How to do it' book on
the 4arnerian method of identifying socioseconomic status.
There is some information on a few of the related values
orientations and an excellent bibliography.]

Structurq ca !marl clan jjle. Edinburgh: University of
gdinburgh Press, 1952. [A summary of =darn American social
structure with particular emphasis on social class. This
work contains an annotated bibliography which is a good source
of materials.

Washington International Center of the American Council on
gducation: Handbook for Travelers to the M.A., Wash.
[ The fourteenth chapter in particular, 4Social Customs and
Home Life,' has some information relevant to the study of
american culture.j

Wayne, . I. 'American and Soviet Themes and Values: A Content
Analysis of Pictures in Popular Nagazines.4 Public Opinion,
r:uarterly, Spring, 1956, pp. 314.320. [ This article is
mostly a discussion of the ussian cultural configuration.
There are statements:about aspects of American culture,
but these can be used only for substantiation.]

Wecter, Dixon, et. al. Changing Patterns in American Civiliz.
tion. Philadelohia: University of Philadelnhia Press, 1949.
r7R-anthology of papers concerning American culture. Some
of the topics covered include literature, science, and reli-
gion. Generally of little use to a summarization of American
society.]
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Wienberg, 114, and Shabat, Society, an ,Mai. New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1956. CAn introductory textbook in
sociology dealing with the usual societal divisions; the so#A4
cial institutions, social class, race relations, and so on.]

Weissbourd, Bernard. "Segregation, Subsidies, and Megalo-
polis." Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions,
Fund for the Republic, Inc., 1964. [A commentary on urban con.
ditions in contemporary America, but contains little infor-
mation on cultural characteristics.]

Westley-Gibson, D. Social Perspectives on Education: The
Society, The Student, The School. New York: John Wiley and
Sons, 1965.

Whyte, William H. Taii21 Organizatipn AD, New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1956. This book is a well-known analysis of some
of the trends present in American society today. There is
much material regarding the concept of organization as it
applies to American culture.]

Wirth, L. "The Urban Way of Life." Aodern American Society,
Davis, Bredemeir; a: d Levy, New York: Rinehart and Co., Inc.,
1949. [This article is a commentary on the "style of life"
in America's cities. There are some valuable insights into
the character of urban social relations.]

Wolf enstein, M. and Nathan Leites. &Nies: A Psychological
S. Glencoe: The Free Press, 1950. [This book is an
attempt to abstract some of the values of American societ7
out of the content of movie plots. It is primarily psych-
ological in approach, yet there are some worthwhile general-
izations, especially the major plot configuration.]

Woods, Sister Francis Jerome. Cultural Values of American
Ethnic GIvups. New fork: Harper, 107-7--
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